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Estimation of variance compon.ents is one c;,f the baf!ic tools of 
research in. several fields of scientific investigation. In any type of 
estimc;Ltion, the properties of the estimators, suc:h, as. whether or not 
the estimator is efficient, sufficient, consistent, unbiased, minimum 
variance, etc . ., should be known to the researcher so that be can as-
i:ertain which estimator is best suited to the needs of the particular 
I 
I 
problem he is considering. In prac:ticef estimator1;1 whi,ch are unbiased 
and have minimum variance have pr.aved useful to experimentera in 
many area.s. Therefore., any inves..tigation leading to minimum variance 
unbiased estimators. would prove; u~efu.l to those who do experi:rpentation. 
At present, if an experimental situation dictates th.e use of an in-
complete block design. estimators have been p:itoposed which have not 
been shown to posses a the properties of being best (minimum variance) 
unbiased. In.this thesis we shall be cons;erned with soiving the problem 
of finding best unbiased estimators:,i,ol;' the general two-way classification 
and for special type a of incomplete block designs. 
Any estimator which is t.o be best unbiased must be baaed on the 
observed values which are obtained in an experiment. A f;ilet of sufficient 
1 
2 
statistics has the property of containing all the information, in the sample 
about the parameters of the model. Now, it would be very utilitarian if 
we could find a set of sufficient statistics which has the additional property 
of being minimal, that is, if ( s -1, s 2, , .. , sk ) is any set of sufficient sta-
tistics and ( s 1, s 29 •. ,, s:n) is a. set of minimal sufficient statistics,· then 
k > m. Th.is latter concept has been set forth. by Lehmann and Scheffel'. 
[ l] 
The determinatiPn ef a set of minimal sufficient statisti¢s is~ not 
only useful when considered in the light of the discussion in the previous 
paragraph but such. a determination is given stature when we consider 
a theorem proved by Rao and Blackwell [ 2] which. states if T is a minimal 
sufficient statistic for @ and f(x) if! an unbiased estimate of g(9), th.en . 
h{TJ = E[~(x) [ T] is also an unbiased estimate of g{8) based on T and such 
2 2 that uf > <r unless f = h. Thus we see if we are interested in detel;'mining 
h 
minimum variance unbiased estimators of functions. of the parameters, 
these estimatore must be based on a set of minimal sufficient statistics. 
The theorem does not en.able us to determine which estimator is best 
if two or more unbiased estimators exist for a function g(8) and each is 
based on a set of minimal sufficient statistic1;1. If the density function 
from which the minimal set was obtained has the property of being com• 
pletej) tHen an unbiased estimate of g(@) based on the minimal sufficient 
statistics is unique and th.us has minimum variance and the problem is 
solved. Unfortunately, none of the designs considered here possess 
density functions. which. are complete when an Eisenhart Model II is as-
sumed. [ 3] 
3 
The problems of this thesis will be to consider the general two-way 
classification i:i;:t order to determine bounds on the number 0£ sufficie:pt 
statistics in a minimal set and. to determine what these statistics are in 
terms of functions of the observed random vc;triables. Sets of minimal 
sufficient statistics will be found for the balanced incomplete block design 
and the group divisible, partially balanced incomplete block designs wit.h 
two associate classes, the distribution of each statistic will be deter.,. 
mined and stochastic independence of statistics in a set determined. 
CHAPTER II 
NOTATION AND LEMMAS 
• We sha11.pr.esent here the definitions of synlbols which. are frequent-
ly used in the body of the thesis. We divide them into two parts, those sym,. 
bols which are scalars and those which are matrices. 
(l) Scalars: 
a. t is equal to the number of treatments in a design. 
b. b is equal to the number of blocks in a design. 
c. r is equal to the number of replicates, of each treatment. 
d. k is equal to the nuntber of experimental units in each block. 
e. BIB is an abbreviation for balanced incomplete block. 
f. Pl3IB is an abbreviation. for partially balanced incomplete .block. 
g. GD-PBIB is an abbreviation for group divisibl~, partially bal-
anced incomplete block design. If GD is prefixed by S, SR or R it will de-
note the singular, semi-regular or regular group divisible, partially 
balanced incomplete block design respectively. 
h. X. denotes in a BIB., the ·number of times two. treatments occur 
together in all blocks. 
i. X.. (i = 1, 2) denotes in a PBIB, the numbe.r of times two treat-
1 
men ts which are i-th associates occur together in all blocks. 




k. M is the total number of observati;ons in a design. 
1. n is the number of groups in a GD-PBIB design. 
:l:n. mis the number of treatments per group in a GD-PBIB design, 
n. 
o. i is an operia,.tion on a da\l.;sity function which, when properly de- / 
fined, reduces the dimension of the space of the sufficient statistics. 
p. E denotes mathem~tic.al expectation. 
q. MVN is an abbreviation for multivariate normal. 
(2) Matrices: 
a. X is a design matrix of a two-way classification model. 
b. x 1 is a partition of X corresponding to blocks. 
-c. x 2 is _a partition of X corresponding to treatments. 
d. Y is a vector of observable quantities. 
e. J: is an s x q matrix of all ones. j~ will be used to denote an 
n x l vector of ones. 
g. D is a diagonal matrix. 
h. P is an orth.ogonal matrix .. When .partitioning a matrix, parti-
tions will be denoted by the addition of a subscript. Further partitions of 
a ·partitim will be denoted by the addition of an additional subscript. Th-u.s 
1-'. 't, is a covariance matrix. 
j. 
k. 
<I> represents a w x w matrix of all zeroes. 
w 
l. I is the identity matrix of dimension w x w. 
w 
6 
Additional symbols which. occur less. frequently will be defined as the 
discussion develops .. 
We shall :n.ow prove a few lemmas wh,ich will be needed .!or the proofs 
of the theorems in the ensuing chapters. 
LEMMA 1. Let X denote the design matrix of a two-way classification 
model Y = Xf3 + e where the rank of X is b + t - 1 and where X is of the 
M ~ 
_f_o_r_m __ x __ =_(_j 1 , X 1 _, _x-'2'""')_._T_a_e_n_. _th_e_r_e_e_xi_· ._s_ts_._a_s_e_t_of_M __ ... _b_-_t_+_l_·o .... r_-_ .. _ 
thogonal rows P 1, such that· x11P = cj>, XP = cj> and/ P = <j>. l- . M 
Proof. 
Consider the matrix product 
xx.• = ( ' 
X' 2 
Since XX u is Eiymmetric, there exists an orthogonal matrix Q such that 
Q 1){X!Q = D where D is a diagonal matrix. The number of non-zero 
elements on the diagonal of D is b+t-1 since X is rank b+t-1. Partition Q 
into Q = (C, P) where C and P c!,re of dimensions M x (b+t-1) and M x 
(M-b-t+l) respe,ctivelY, and such that 
7 
where n 1 is (b+t-1) x (b+t-1). Therefore 
P 1JMP + p, X X'P + P'X x,tp = cJ> M -11· 22 
M 
The matrices JM, Xi2).', and X 2x 12 are each positive semi-definite, 
each being the product of a matrix and its. transpose. The matrices 
1 M t P JM ,P, P x 1x;_P and P 1X 2X2P are a.ls o positive definite for the 
same reason. Since each diagonal element of each of these matrices is the 
sum of squares of real numbers and the sum of these sum of squares is 
zero, the diagonal elements of each of the three i;l.forementioned matrices 
must be equal to zero. If any element off th,e c\iagonal is non-zero, there 
would be at least one of the principal minors which would be negcitive, 
.. 
a contradiction of the positive definiteness. We therefore c·onclude that 
each of the matrices must be equal to the null matrix. 
It follows immediately that j!P = q,:1, Xi P = cj> and XzP = cp, 
which was to be shown. 
LEMJ\1-A 2. Let N be a, t x b matri·x of rank m. Let P be an orthogonal 
matrix such that P 'NN 'P = D where D is diagonal with the character-
istic roots of NN' displayed on the diagonal. Ifs~ m of the character-
istic roots are equal to d (j,. 0), then the matrix d -l/Zp' N = C 1 (say) 
-------.-_.,;;;;,_ ___ 0 . . - 0---,.---..:..--=-
is a. set of s or.thoiona.1 rows such that C 'N'NC = 
that P' NN 'P = d I . 
---o --o __ o s 
d 0 I where P. is s-uch s o-------
'8 
Proof. By hypothesis, the1."e ar~ !ff characteristic roots of NN' equal to 
Therefore if we partition P in'to (P 0, P 1), we may write 
(1) [Pj [d0l9 <I>] o NN' (P ,. Fj_) - D = P.' o cp D l 1 
where D 1 is diagonal.. Hence 
or 
Consider now· 
(d-l/ZP 1 N)N'Nr(N'Pd ... l/Z) = Z (say) 
0 O O Q 
Then we may write-
Z = 1d·l/2.P'N)N'(P P' + PiP"N(N 1P .d ~l/2., \ 0 Q O O .. 11 0 0 I, 
From (1), P~NN 1P 1 = cp. Therefore 
-1/2 -i/z z = d (P'NN 1P )(P'NN'P )d .. 0 0 0 0 0 0 
. -1/2 -1/2 
- d 0 (d I }(d0 I 8 )d . 0 S 0 
. which was to be shown.. 







A .. lJ 
9 
if i = j. 
if i j j. 
Th.en the characteristic roota and. nultiplicities of F are as !ollo ws: 
Roots Multiplicities 
a + {n - l)c + n(m - l)b 1 
a+ (n - l)c - nb m - l 
(a - c) m(n .. 1) 
Proof. 'ro find th.e characteristic roots of F we must solve the determi-
nantal equation IF - l.I t = 0 for J,. Since a 1 occurs only on the diagonal 
of F, let a 1 = a. - l. We th.en must fi:trl the value of the determinant of 
F defined in th.is manner. 
Subtracting the last row from eat:h o':£ the other rows,we have 
A -A Zn nn 
Now by a.dc;l.ing ea.ch column to the last column, we have: 
A - A cp 
. 11 nl 
q> Azz - An2 . 
. n.-l 
. A + EA . 
nn i n1 
Now, (A .. - An1• J = (a - c)I for i = 1, 2, ••• , n-1 and 11 · m 
m 
Ann + EA . :;; [ a 1 - nb + (n - l)c] I + nbJ . Therefore the determi-nl m m 
nant of F is equal to 
m(n - 1) m - 1 (a 1 - c) [ a 1 + (n = l)c - nb] [ a 1 + (n - l)c + n(m - l} b ] 
and since a 1 = a -, J., by setting the above expression equal to zero and 
solving for 1., we have the result. [ 4 ] 
LEMMA 4. If F is a symmetric matrix with characteristic roots 1. 'f 0 
--~~~~~~~.....-~~ ........ ~--~--------~--~~-----~~~--~--~ 1~ 
(i = l, 2, ... , r}, then the characteristic roots of FF are .1...2. 
1 
10 
Proof. Since F is symmetric, there exists an orthogonal matrix P such 
that P 'FP = D where D is d i.agonal with the characteristic roots of F on 
the main diagonal. 
Consider now operating on FF wJth the matrix P of the foregoing 
paragraph.. We then have 
P 'FFP = P 'FIFP = (P 1Fl?)(P 'FP) DD = D 2 
Therefore P is the orthogonal matrix which also diagonalizes FF with 
the characteristic roots of FF on the diagonal. The diagonal matrix: thus 
obtained is the square of the diagonal :rpatrix obtained by opera.ting on F 
with P. Hence th.e result follows. 
LEMMA 5. If G is of the form: 
c1Im-l <p C I 5 m-1 
<p 
<p c zlm(n-1) <p c6I 
· m{li.-l) 
c5Im=l <p cim-1 <p 
<p C I 6 m(n-1) <p cim(n-1) 
where the c1 are scalars, then o~l is. of the form: 
11 
-1 
C d I 





Proof. By matrix multiplication we have OG-l = I. Therefore by defi-
nition., the inverse of G is as given. 
CHAPTER III 
THE GENERAL TWO-WAY CLASSIFICATION 
In this chapter we shall assum~ an Eisenhart Model II in the general 
two-way classification with unequal numbers in the sub-classes and ob-
tain an upper bound on the number of statistics in a minimal set of suf-
ficient statistics. We shall also show that the block totals, t-1 of the treat-
ment totals and the intra-block err.or are a set of sufficient statistics. for 
this design. 
We shall assume an Eisenhart Model II of the form 
Y = X-y + e 





(b+t+l) X 1 
M X l 
Mxb 
M X t 
M x 1 
b X 1 
t X l 
The vectors e, f3 and 'f are each distributed as the multivariate nor-
mal with the following properties: 
]. 2, 
(1) E(e) = cj>, E(f3) = cj>, E('f') = cl>t 
(2) E(ee ') = cr 2 IM' E(f3 f3 ') = cry lb' E( 11"' 1 ) = l{~~ 
(3) E(ef3 '} = cj>, E(e'i1) = cj>, E(f3'1 1 ) = cj>. 
.X3 
Since XX' is symmetric of rank b t t - 1, there exists an orthogonal 
matrix P such that 
P'XX'P = [: :J 
where W is diagonal of dimension (b+t-1) x (b+t ... l).. Partiitioning X we have 






Partition Pinto (P 1 , P 2) where P 1 and P 2 are of dimensions M x (b+t-1) 
and M x (M- b - t + l} respectively. 
Applying the result of Lemma 1, we have P 2X 0 = cj>, P 12x1 = cj> and 
Consider now tJ::i.e distribution of the vector Y under the distributional 
assumptions we have made. Since Y is a linear combination of normally 
t 
distributed variables, Y is distributed as the multivariate normal with 
-( 1) mean E(Y) = µ (say) 
( 2) covariance matrix E(Y - µHY - µ} I = "t, (say) 
where 
.M µ = µ_ J 1 
t, = (X1X1cr[ + XzXzcrf + c:r2 I). 
The joint distribution of the elements of Y is g(Y) where 
14 
. ..M/Zf....;1-1/2 -1 ·~l'··l , g(Y} = ( 2rr) §f' · exp-2 (Y - µ) '§f'· (Y - µ}. 
Consider now the operation ,I ong(Y) t:O be 
. fg(Y) :1. (Zn)-M/:2 l~rl/Z exp z-l(Y - µ) 'PP'~PP'(Y - µ), 
where Pis the orthogonal matrix described previously. 
C . d p ,....; , (X , z x· · 1 . z .. z1i 
·. ons1 er now "1"P = P i 2l <r1 + . 2 x2crz + er , 1 P 
= P 1X1 X1Pcrf t P 'X zXl'Pu; + cr 2 ! 
By the argument previously considered we found that by partioning P into 
(Pp Pz) we can find a set of rows P2 such that P2 x 1 = tjl and P21x 2 = <j>. 
We may therefore write 
:,)1 
'l'J and :J 
where kAU (k = l~ 2) is of dimension (b+t-1) x (b+t-1). Therefore 
[
T 
P'tP = <p 
where 2 2 T = 1A11~ 1 + 2A 11 cr 2 . ,We may then write 
15 
= (2,r)-M/Z ,~1- 1/ 2exp-f1[(P'Y ~P1'X µ)'T- 1(P'Y - P'X µ) + Y'RPz'Ycr- 2] 1 . 0 1 . 0 ~ 
Define now the b + t statistics P 1iY (i = 1, 2,.,., b+t-1) and Y'Pz~'Y 
where P 11 • is the i-th row of P'. :ay definition these b + t statistics i l 
are a sufficient set of statistics for the parameters µ, 0" 2, crf and cr~. From 
this discllssion; we conclude that there are at most b + t sllfficient statistics 
in a minimal set in th,e general two-way classification under the assllmption 
of an Eisenhart Model II.[ 5 ] 
We shall now show that the block and treatment totals (less one) and the 
intra-block error are a set o:t' s·llfficient statistics for this 'design under 
Model II. 
Consider now the :matrix P and its partition (P 1, P 2). Let P 1 be of 
the form (P 11 ,P12) such that 
Let pi - n- 1/ 2x.r where D = X'1X:1• 11 - l --i · 1 Obviously 11.'i 11, 1 = lb. 
Consider now the matrix A' Since j; A' = cp, 
A' is of rank at n10st t ..: 1. We shall assume that the rank of A is exactly 
t - l. Since A 'A is symmetric, ther.e exists an orthogonal matrix Q such 
that Q 'A 'AQ = D where .0 is diagonal with the characteristic roots of A 'A 
on the main diagonal. By assllmption, the rank of A' is t - 1 and there-
fore there is one zero characteristic roc;>t of A 'A. Since Jt A' = cp, let 
16 
where D 2 is diagonal with. the non-zero chc;1.racteristic J;'Oots of A 'A on the 
-1/2 
main diagonal. Now let P\z = D 2 Ol A', Then 
-1/2 1/2 . -1/2 -1/2 
p v p = D Q' A' AQ D = D D D = Jt-1 12 12 2 1 · 1 2 2 2 2 
and 
P' p = nl-l/Zx1'AQ1Dz-1/2 = D-l/2(X'X - X'X )Q1D-1/2..,. ,/.. 11 12 . l . 1 2 l 2 ·. 2 - 'I" 
With Pu and P 12 defined in this manner we see th.a~ Pl forms a set of 
b + t - 1 orthogonal l;'ows. 
Let us now examine P 1 (Y - µJ~1- We have then: 
Pb 
P 11(Y - µj~ = (Y - µj1) = 
Piz 
. -1/2. . . . . -1/2 Defme now n 1 X'i Y to be b statistics and n2 a1 A 1Y to bet - 1 
statistics. Examining these two vectors, if we let B = XlY denote the 
vector of block totals and V = x2 Y denote the vector of treatment totals, 
we then have 
In this form is is. readily seen that· these b+t .. 1 statistics are based on the 
block and treatment totals. It remaini;; to be shown that Y 'PzP~ Y is the 
in.tra~block error. 
17 
Consider now Y 'Y = Y 'PP 'Y = Yt(~i !i'i + PizPi'z + P 2P2) Y. · Sub-
stituting for Pll and P 1z we have 
Y'Y. = Y'( x 1n1- 1x1• + AQ D-:lQ' A' + P P 1) Y 1 2 ', 1 2 2 
Y 'P 2P21 Y is the intra-block error if it can be shown that Y 1x 1n1- 1x•1 Y 
-1 
and Y 'AQ1 n 2 Q1A 1Y are the blocks (ignoring treatments) and treatments 
(eliminati:Qg blocks) ..sums of sqqares, respectively. 
or 
To begin, consider the model 
.M 
y ::: µ.J I + X1 a + XzT + e 
+ X 'I + e 2 
. X .b .M 
since 1 J 1 = . J 1 . 
Y = X l ( µ.j ~ + n ) 
b 
Now define (µ.j l + n). = f3 and we have 
The normal equations for this model are 
,,... A 
(1) XiX1f3 + X'iX 2 T = X 1 Y 1 
/'- .,.. 
X'2X1f3 + X'zXz'T = X'Y 2 ( 2) 
Henceforth when we mention blocks (ignoring treatments), we will mEan 
blocks and the mean (ignoring treatments). 
In equation (1) , if we ignore treatments, the sum of squares of blocks 
r.J ,.._, 
(ignoring treatments) is given by f3 1X 11Y where f3 is a solution of the sys-
tern ,,.., 
X' X f3 l 1 = X'l Y. 
treatments) sum of squares. 
A 
Solving for 13 in equation (1) and substituting in (2) we obtain 
or (' 
(3) A'Ai ::: A' y-. 
The treatments (eliminating blocks) sum of squares is given by 
,.J ,-J 







Q 'A 'AQQ 'T = Q'A'Y 
A 




the left by a1 and making the above substitution for a 1a1 , we have 
= 
18 
Since ( lt - t -l Ji ) is not full rank, we add the restriction that ji 1' = o. 
We then have 
1t - t-lJt .t ~ ,,.-.:.1 t Ji QID2 OlA'Y 
(5) = 
1 
j t 0 z 0 
Since 
-1 t t-1} 
It 
.t 
It - t .. ~,Ji -t J Jl I t "'1 t '. 
l = 










Q D Q' A'Y 1 2 l 
0 
- -1 It is then easily seen that 'T A'Y = (Y 1AQ 1D 2 Q1)A'Y, which is exactly 
Y'P12P 12Y. Therefore Y 1P 12P 12Y is the treatments (eliminating blocks) 
sum of squares. 
Since Y'PuP'uY and Y 1P 12P 112Y are the presupposed quantities, we 
have that Y 1P 2P 2Y is the intra-block error. 
The results of this chapter may be summarized in the following theorem 
and corollary. 
THEOREM ... If an Eisenhart Model II is assumed in the general two-wa.y 
classification with unequal numbers in the cells, then there are at most 
b + t statistics in a minimal set of sufficient.statistics. 
COROLLARY. If an Eisenhart Model II is assumed in the general two-
way classification, then the intra-block error, the block totals and t - 1 
of the treatment totals. form a set of sufficient statistics. 
CliAl?TER lV 
THE BALANCED INCOMPLETE BLOCK 
In this chapter we will be concerned, with finding a. set of minimal suf-
ficient statistics in the balanced incomplete block design when an. Eisen,-
hart Model II is assurne,d. 
The balanced incomplete block (SI:13) de1;1ign is defi:Qe d as a design in · 
which t treatments are applied to b ~ t blocks of k < t experimental units. 
Each treatment appears exactly r times in tp;e design with the treatments 
· arranged such th.at any two treatment1;1 occur· together in exactly >..blocks. 
The model for the design ma,.y be written af! a !;lpecial case of the gen-
era! two-way classification model. Specifically. 
where i z 19 2, ... , b; j = l, 2, ... , t; m :;:;, 0, l, .•. , nij; where nij is defined 
as follows: 
n .. ::; lJ 
r O if tr eatmen,t j doe e not appear in block i. 
l1 if treatment J appears in block i. · 
If nij = 0, the observation Yijm doe$ n11>t .e::x:is;t. 
Under Model II, the following assumptioµ.s are made:. 
(1) 13i, fj and eijm are each distributed normally, 
(2) E(eijm) = 0 for all i, j, m. 
-r· 2 - u if :i,;::p, j:;q, m=r. 
0 otherwise. 
E(.f3,B._.:) z [o-z·, 'if ii; p. 
l '--P 1' 
0 qtherwise. 
(4) E( /j) = 0 for all j. E(1j 1 ~J z: fcr
0
· ... 'i if j .~ •• 
L( otherwi$e, 
(5)·E(eijmf3s} = Qfo.ralli~j,:m, ands, 
(6) E(eijm 1p) = 0 for all i1 j, :m, ~nd p. 
(8} µ is a. constant. 
The following relationships hold in a ;BI;B design: 
(1) :En,. = r, (2) :E n,, = k,, ( 3,) ~ n, .n, .. , = >.. i lJ j lJ l ' l.J l.J 
(4) M = bk = tr, (5) >,.t - X, :;:; rk - r. [ 6 ] 
(j f j ') 
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The :matrix model which fulfiHs the qmditions set forth above may b·e ';( 
written as 
where Y is the vector of M observ~thm,lil and we shall consider the elements 
ordered according to blocks, then treat:rnents, x 1 and x 2 are M x b and 
M x t matrices respectively. i3, '( , and e are vectors of b, t a;nd M random 
variables respectively. 
The distributional properties ccl.:n, l;>e written in mat.rix form as follows: 
( l) e is distributed as the MVN ( cp , 
( 2) f3 is distributed as the MVN ( cp , . 
~ z ( 3) r is distributed as the MVN ( <I>, !T 2 Jt ) 
(4) E(ef3 1) = cpl' E(e 'f'), E(f3f') = cp. 
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The following relationships liolc:l for the matr~x model: 
(1) XlXl k!b, ( 2) X'zX2 rie (3) M M (4) J1:xi = JM' = ;l;: JMXl = kJq' 
. M'' 
(5) M M (6) JtMXz J~, (7) NN' (r ... A) It t JM Xz = t J t ' :;:: C: + X. Jt, 
(8) (X' - k .. 1NX')X 2 1 2 .., A'Xz = X.k"' 1(tI - J), (9) (X 12 - k- 1Nx1)x1 = <?· 
We will now develop the operation-I- so that w:qen the joint diatril:>ution 
of the elements of the v!ector Y has beeJ;1 oper~ted on by'*' , we obtain a set 
of sufficient ·statistics which.hi minimal. 
The vector Y is ,distributed ae the multivariate nol"mal with mean µ. and 
covariance matrix t, where 
and 
J;1, = m(Y) ~ µ.j~ 
- ...,,. 2 2 2 E(Y .. µ.)(Y .. µ)' :;; (X1Xi rr l + XzXz crz + er I) 
The joint density r;,f the elements of Y is then 
· ..-M/2 l-..il-.1/2 ,;.l ..,.., -d , ..-g(Y) = (Zir_) "fl' e~p~Z (Y ... µ.)',p-"'(Y-p.). 
Consider no~ the operation.[ .. o~ g(Y) to be -i;,{ the form 
.. r .. g(Y) : .(2,r)-~/2 l~l"'l/Z e;xp~z"" 1pr .. µ)':PP't-lPP'(Y .. µ) 
where P is an ort!Jogonal M :x. )4 mat:J;"ix to be clefined. Let P. be partitioned 
in the following man:n.er: P = '(R 1, R~, Rj:i' R4) where the dimensions of 
Ri (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) are M x 1, M ;x (b .,. 1) 1 M x (t .. 1) and M x (M -b - t + 1) 
respectively. W~ shall now define theJ;e £1:n,1.i- pa.rtitions of P so as to con-
form with the condition of orthogonality, 
Let R. 1 = M- 1/ 2ji.1 and<R4 be con~tl;'ucteq iri~the same manner as the 
matrix P of Lemma L We then have RiRi :;; 1 and··R4.R4 ::,; IM-b-t+l · 
Consider now the matrix NN' ::: (r - A.)I + A.J. The ch,nacte.ristic 
roots of NN' may be found by solving the determinantal equation· 
INN' - J.LI ;::; 0 
for J.. The characteristic roqts of NN' are then (r - ~) and r + (t - l)~ 
;: rk of multiplicities t - 1 and 1 respectively. Let Q be an orthogonal 
t x t matrix which diagonalizes NN', that is 
Q 'Nl\T'Q ~ 
Partition Q into (P 1, P 3) where P 1 c;1.nd lp 3 are of dimension t x 1 and 
t x (t - 1) respectively. Then 
P' rk 1 
P' 3 
::: D1 (say) 
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By Lemma 2, the orthogonal set of rows which diagonalizes N'N a:n.d 
givtes the non-zero charactedstic roots 0£ N'N is oi 1/ 2Q 1N. Thus 
Since the rank of NN' is t, the rap.k of N''N is also t. Since N'N is b x b 
there will 1:>e b - t zero characteristic roots of N'N. If by P 2 we denote 
the matri~ which diagonalizesi N'N, we may Wtite 
rk 
P'l'J''NP ::: 2 2 
Partitioning P 2 into (P 20 , P Zl' P 22) we then have 
.. 
Plo rk <p <p 
P'N'NP 2 2 = Pzl N'N (P 1zo' p 121' Pzz) r;J:· <p <p <p 
P'· 22 <p <p (r - A) It-l 
In subsequent discussions, by Lemma Z, we may make the substitution 
Pzz ,.. (r ... ~)-l/2p'3N· 
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Consider now the matrix A' = (:Xz .. k·lN 4,. The orthogonal matrix 
which diagonalizes NN' will also diagqnalh;e A'A, for 
where 
0 
We now define the matdx P whic;l:J. we $poke of when the operation~ 
was discus.sed. We will define P in. the following manner: 
where 
R' = 2 













k .. 1/2p, X' 
. 21 1 
[ k{ l1 - A )]- 1/ 2 P 13.NX1 
( k/ M) 1 I 2 p 3 A I 
and where we have let P 4 = R 4 for consistency 0£ notation. It can be 
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verified that P is an orthog;ona1 mau·:t:x. 
With this definition of J? let 11s examine the form of P '11P. !rt Ap:(>ertdi:x 
A it is shown that P' 1J. P assumes the £-orm as shown in TABLE 1. 
In order to find P 1t- 1P; we note that (P'~)-l = P 1~t-lp, We also 
note that if we have a matrix of the fqrm 
C = 
c I 2. s 




Secondly, let' us examine the :form of P'(Y - µ). We then have 
- . . 1 . 
. Ml/2jM(Y - µ.j~) 
k .. 1/2pr21 Xi ('Y - iJ.J¥) 
-1/2- 1 --, - .M 
= k P -_ x 1(Y - µJ l ) 22 - k .. 1/Zpr X'Y 22 1 
(k/X.t) 1/ 2.p i3A i(Y .. µJ1t) (k/X.t) 1/2p3 A I y 
P4 (Y - µj~) 
. -1 1 . 
where y •..• = M jM Y, 
. - .. 1 --Letting q = (Y .. ft) 'Pl? 't PP \Y - · µ.) , we :pay.e 
q = (IT 2 +kO'zl- +r1T_!_-_f" 1M(.Y··.·_ ... µ) 2 + [k(O"~+k.o- 4)]"'.ly,xp P 1 -X'Y ~ - .. . . l.. .. 1 21 21 1 
+ (k/x.t)[ u 2 + ku: + k-l(r - X.)cr£)d1'" 1Y 1AP 3P'3A'Y 
-2[ k .. z>i.t(r ... ~)f/Zdi"°l Y rx11\~z P ~A'Y. 
'° N 











FORM OF P 11 "f, P 
<p 
<p 
[ cr2 + kul + k- 1(r = >..)er~] It-l 




[ k-2>..t(r =>..)] 1/2cr-2I 2 t ... 1 <p 
(o-2 + k=l>..tcr~) It=l <p 
<p 21 tr M=b-t+l 
r-
1'3 







. FORM OF pit,. p 
cp <I> <I> 




-1 . 2 -1 2 
dl ( O" +k >..tcr2 ) It-l 
1/2 -1 2 
-[ k- 2 >..t(r->..)] dl o-2 1t~l. 
-2 ]l/2 -1 2 [ 2 . 2 -1 2] -1 
-[k >..t(r->..) d1 er z1t=l er :i- kcr 1 +k (r->..)cr 2 d 1 It=l 
<p 
4 2 2 2 2 d = cr + kcr cr + r11 o- + 1 l 2 
<p 






er M ~-b - t + 1 
h d 4 ,._I,_ 1~-20"2. + 2 2 + 't 2 2 w ere l = q 'T - . l r .O" tT 2 . I\. rr 10" 2 . 
Define now the six statistics si (i = 1, 2., ••• , 6} as, follows: 
s 1 = y .•. 
sz = k"'ly 'X1P 21P'21X'1Y if b > t. Not defined if b - t. 
S3 ,.... k-lY'X'JPzzP1 2Xl Y 
S4 = k-l(r - X.)l/2.yrx P P'A'Y l 22. 3 or k-lY'X N'P P'A;Y · 1 3 3 
S.6 = y 'P O I Y, . 4,a;- 4 
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By defi;nition, 1;he9>e ·:six; statistics form a set of .sufficient: statisti.cs. • · 
since we have factored g(Y) into the form J,Ici h(s.). 
1 1 
Lehmann and Scheffe' have given a scheme by which a set of sufficient 
statistics may be shown to be minimal sufficient. It consists of defining 
a fu:p.ction K(Y, Y 0 ) = -i-g(Y)/-l-g(Y 0 ) and finding the condition under which 
K(Y, Y 0 ) is independent of parameters. The symbol .'="I- denotes an operation 
on g(Y) which reduces the dimension of the space of sufficient statistics. 
In the case we are considering, we will define I to cnnsist of operating 
on the exponent in g(Y) with the matrix P as we have defined it. A set of 
sufficient statistics is minimal sufficient when K(Y, Y 0 ) being independent 
of parameters , implies si = si07 where the s1 are the proposed set of 
minimal sufficient statistics and the sio are obtained from.,-I-g(Y0 ) in the 
same manner as the s1 were obtained from-:1-g(Y). 
Proceeding with our problem, we have 
K{Y,Y 0 ) 
or 
= exp-2-l(q - qo) 
.. 1 6 
= exp-2 E f. w. 
i 1 1 
wh.ere the f, are defined as follows: 
1 
f (o-2 \Qr2 2 -1 = + + ro- zl :l l 
£2 = (cr2 + ko-f )-1 
f3 ( 2 + k;.., 1 x.to-2 )di 1 = (J" z. . 
f4 = [ 0"2 + kcr 2 + k- 1(r 1 
f5 
2 -1 
-2cr d · 
. 2 1 
f -2 6 = ,fl' 
and where w. = S· - S· (i = 
· 1 1 10 
X.)0"2] d ... 1 
2. l 
The function K{Y, Y 0 ) will be inde P:endent of parameters only if the 
L'; 
2,9 
quantity (q - q 0 ) is equal to a constant. Since none of the fi involve a coh,t 
stant., we shall show that the only soluUon to the equation E fiwi = 0 is 
that the wi = 0 for all i. In Appendix B it is: shown that this is the case. 
S:i.nce w. · = 0 for all i, this implies s. = s. (i :;: 2-, 3, ..• , 6). For tlle 
l · 1 10 
case when i = 1., we have w 1 = 0 or MT s 1 ... µ.) 2 = ~(s lo - µ) 2• Since 
this. is an identity inµ., letµ. = Q. This implies s1 = s 10• We there-
fore have s. = s. (i = 1, 2, .•. , 6).: Hence thes.e six statistics form a 
1 10 
mini,nal set of s.ufficient statistics. if b > t and a. set of five statistics if 
b = t. 
The expectations and distributions of the statistics are found in Ap-
pendix C .. Pairwise independence of the .statistics is investig;;i.ted in 
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Appendix D. 
We shall now examine each of the statistics in the minimal set to as-
certain of what each consists in terms of block_and treatment totals. 
We now examine each statistic i:t;J. turn. 
(1) s 1• This statistic is, simply the mean of all observa,.tions in the vector 
Y and is an unbiased estimate of the parameter 1.1.~ 
(2) s;3 .. = [k(r .... A)]-·1Y 1X 1N 1P 3P 13NX1 Y. The quantity NX'1Y is at x 1 
vector of elements Tj (say), where Tj is. the total of all blocks containing 
treatment j. 
For P 3P 13 we may substitute (I - C 1J). ).4aking_ this substituti:on, we 
have 
... 1 -1 
s. 3 - [ k(r - A)] . Y 'XiN'{ I ... t J)NX'l Y 
= [ k(r .. A)] ..-l[ Y •x1M1NX'l Y - t ·ly 1X1N 1JNX'1 Y] 
= [k(r - A)]-l[ l: T~ - t-l(kY ... ) 2] 
J 
[ Ii -1 2 Z 
= k(r .. AYll l:( T ,,. T.) 
. j 
where T. = t-11:; Tj and Y .•. = j~Y. 
(3) s 5 = (k/At)Y'AP3P 13A 1Y. Ma19.ng the substitution P 3P 13 = (I .. t'"' 1Jh 
we obtain s 5 = (k/M)Y'A( I - t- 1J )A'Y = (k/At)Y'AA'Y. 
Consider now A'Y ::: (Xz - k-:- 1Nx•1 )Y. This quantity is a vector of 
what is conventionally called the Qj 's. We may then write s 5 = 
where QJ. = V. ,_ k- 1T. with V. denoting the j-th treatment total. 
J J J . 
(k/>.t)}]cf. 
.. J 
(4) s 6 = Y 1P 4P 4 Y. From the discussion in Chapter II;, this statistic 
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is the intra-block error. 
(5) s 4 = k-ly 'Xi N 1P 3P3-A 'Y. Substituting { I - t- 1 J ) for P 3P 13 we have 
s 4 = k- 1Y 1X 1N 1( I - t- 1J)A'Y = k-ly 1x 1N 1A 1Y. 
Since the j-th element of Y 'Xi N' is T j and the j-th element of Ary is 
QJ· , this statistic may be written k-l~ T .Q .. 
J J 
(6) I:n, order to determine what s 2 is in terms of the block and treatment 
totals, consider ·p-1 
· ,20 
Pzz 
W 1. t p P' b-l_Tb . b-1.lMIN"b =£ r2tb-,l = rk e may now e -· 20 . 20 = ""b sinGe Jb.1c" · J 1 
which is a characteristic root of N'N of muLtiplicity L We therefore write 
or writing this in terms of the block and treatment totals· we have 
k-1 ~(Bi - B.)2 - [k(r - ~)] ... 1[.f(Tj - T.)2] = k-lytx1P21P'21X'1Y 
-1~ where Bi is the i-:;fh element of X 11 Y and B. ;::: b · &., B1. 
The statistic s 2 may be obtained then by subtracting s 3 from the 
corrected sum of squares of blocks (ignoring treatments). 
Summarizing the results of this chapter will be accomplished by means 
of the following theorem and corollaries. 
THEOREM. l. If an Eisenhart Model II is assumed in a balanced incomplete 
block design, then there are six statistics in a minimal set of sufficient sta-
tistics if b > t and there are five statistics in a minimal set if b = t .. 
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COROLLARY 1. 1. The explicit form of the st,;1.tistics in a minimat set are 
as foll owe;: 
1. 81 = y .... 
2. s 2 = k•lyrx1P 21P~1~JY if b)t •. s 2 is not d~fined if b = t. 
3. s 3 = k- 1Y 1X 1P 22P 24x1Y or [k(r - A)] .. 1Y 1X1N'P;3P;NXjY. 
4. s 4 = [k- 2(r -A)] l/ 2Y 1X 1Pz-:zP3A 1Y or k- 1Y 1X 1N 1P 3P 13A'Y. 
5. ~ 5 = (k/At) - ly 'AP 3P JA 1Y 
6. s6 - ytp 4P4t_: 
whereP 12 N'NP .= ~ .. andP3NN 1P 3 =_ (_r~ A_)It-l' 
. l 21 b-t --------
COROLLARY 1. 2. The expectations of each of the statistics as defined 
in Corollary l. l are as follows: 
2. E(~zJ = (b - t)(cr2 + klTf) if b> t. Not defined if b = t. 
1r r 2 + kc, 2 4 k-l(r - A)o-2] 3. E(s 3) = (t - ff 
' ' 1 '' ' '' 2 
4. E{s 4) = (t - l)k- 2(r - l) At Erz ' '' z 
5. E(~_5) (t . 2 -1 2 = - Il{<T · + k - _Ater 2) 
6. 
., 2 E(s 6) = (M - b -t+ 1 ).11' ' 
For the proof of this c·orollary see Appendix C. 
· COROLLARY 1. 3. The distribution of each of the statistics :,of the mini-
mal set as defined in Corollary 1. 1 is as. foll'@ws: 
1. s 1 rv N [ µ., M- 1(cr 2 + ko-i + rir£ 1) J. 
2. s 2 N (1it2 + kcrf) x 2(b - t) H b> t. Not defined if b = t. 
·3. S3 N. [«'2. + ~f + k,_ 1(r - ~)o-~] x2(t - 1). 
4. s$ N (112 + k-lMi~J j (t ..;l). 
s. s 6 ru .u4 x2 (M .. b - t t 1) 
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6. s 4 is distributed as a linear combination of indep~adent cl!J.i.., 
. -1 -.;I 
where the pi are the non ... zero characteristic roots of Z (A4 + .. A' ):ff 
where A4 = k- 1x 1N 1P 3P 3A 1• [ 7 ] 
Th~ proof of this corollary appears in A;eeendi:x; C. 
COROLLARY l. 4 .. The statistics;.$!. (i ·l l, ~,. ~ •:• 6) are pairwi$e inde,.. 
pendent except for the pa;ixs (sJ,.s4_h {s3,, s5)and ts4 ,.,!5).:.. 
I 
The proof of this- corollary appears in A;ependix D •. 
. . r. . .,_, .. . . . 
COROLL4RY l. S. ';['he sixs,tati'stks1a.s:·:defitied in Corollary l. l may be 
computed Jrom the following, Analysis of Variance T~ble (TABLE HI). 
TAB.LE III 
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE, BAL~NCED INCOMPLETE '.BLOCK 
Source 
Mean 
Blocks '(ignoring treatments) 
Black ... 'I'reatment -Error Component 
Block- Erl"or Component 
Treatment ... Error Component 
Intra-block Error 
· Statistic 
M Z M Z Y ::i: s ' •. • • . 1 
k'"1E(B, - :e. )2 
1 
[k(r--~)]- 1E(T. - T.) 2 ~ 83 J .. 
Ey subtraction (s?) 
(k/M)"E Q~ :;: s 5 
By subtraction (s6 ) 
CHAPTER V 
GROUP DIVISIBLE,. PARTIALLY BALANCED INCOMPL~TE 
BLOCK DESIGNS. WITH TWO ASSOCIATE CLASSES 
In this chapter we shall consider PBIB designs and shall find sets of 
minimal sufficient 1=1tatistics for each of the th.ree types of group divisible 
designs. We begin the development by stating the definitions which will 
be needed as the discussion develops . 
. An incomplete block design is said to be partially balanced with two 
associate classes if 
( l) there are b blocks each with k experimental units, 
{2) there are·t > k treatments, each of which satisfies the following: 
(a) each. treatment appears exactly r times in all blocks., 
(b} each treatment has exactly n. i-th associates, 
1 
(c} two treatments which are i-th associates occur in exactly 
~ blocks, 
( 3) any pair of treatments satisfy the following: 
(a) the pair are either first or $econd associates, 
(b), any ,pair of treatments ~hich are i-th ass ocia,tes, the number 
of treatments common to the j-th associate of the first and the k-th associ-
. i 
ate of the second is pjk. and is independent of the.._pair of treatments. 
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.· From the above definitions, the following relation.ships hold: 
(1) bk = tr ;::: M, (2) n 1 + n 2 = t - 1, (3) lll >..1 + nz >..z = rk .. r. 
A group divisible, partially balanc;:ed incomplete block design is de-
fined as a design in which the trec;!.tments are <;trranged such that there 
are n groups of m treatments ea.ch, auch that any two treatments of the 
same group occur in exactly >.. 1 blocks, while anytwo treatments which 
are in different groups occur together in exactly >.. 2 blocks. 
For the group divisible designs, the following relationships hold: 
(1) t = mn, (2) n 1 = m - 1, (3) n 2 = m(n - 1), (4.) r ~ >..1 
(5) rk - >.. 2t ~ O, (6) (m .. l)>..1 + m(n - l)>..z = r(k - 1). 
The group divisible, partially balanced designs have beer,i. classified 
into three types by Bose, Clc;1.tworthy and Shri)mande [ S ] . They are 
( l), Singular if r = >.. 1, 
(2) Semi-Regular if rk - >.. 2t = 0, 
(3) Regular if r > ~l and rk - >.. 2t > 0. 
We shall now examine je.ash oLtlie group divisible designs in order to 
determine ·a .. 5.et of minimal sufficient statistics for each. We begin by 
discussing some of the general propi9rties of all three types of designs. 
We shall assu~e the.~am.e model as in the BIB design with the same 
distributional properties of the random variables. Explicitly, we have 
Y = µj~ + x 1 13 + x2 i' + e 
with Y distributed as the multivariate normal, mean µ. .M = µJ and co .. 
. l 
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. variance matrix ""' = • X x•1 ... 2 +· X X' - 2 + ,...2 I. ' ,.,, 1 "1 2 Z "'2' " 
The joint distribution of the elements 1n the vectlor Y is 
In order to be able to define the operatio11 ,J. on.g(Y) we shall fir.st con ... 
sider the matrix NN'. The jj'-th element of NM' is. the nt1-mber of times 
that treatment j occurs with treatment .jf in all blocks. If we let nij = 1 
if treatment j occurs. in block i and equal O otherwise, the,· jj '-th elefment 
af NN' is equal to ~ n .. n .. ,.. . For any QD .. Pl3Il3 design 
i lJ lJ 
. r if j = . , J . 
:E: n .. n .. , = 1'; if j ; j I and j and j ' are in the i lJ lJ .. l same group. 
A.2 if j ; j' and j;.and j' are in different groups. 
Let the elements of the vector Y be ordered such that the matrix NN' -
assumes the form of the matrix F of .Lem:r;na 3. If we let a = :r, b = Az 
and c; = A. 1, the characteristic roots of NN'· are as displayed in TABLE IV. 
TAB;L.E .. rv 
CHARACTERISTIC ROOTS OF NN' lN @I;)-PBIB DESIGNS 
Multiplicities Roots 
1 ·rk 
m ... l rk - A.zt 
m( n - l ) r ... Al 
Imposing the restrictions on the roots for each of the three types of 
designs,we h.ave the result as giveh in TABLE V. 
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TABLE V 
CHARACTERISTIC ROOTS OF NNr FOR S, SR AND R GD-PBIB DESIGNS 
Multiplicities Roots Roots Roots 
1 rk .rk rk 
m - 1 rk 
- X.zt 0 
m( n - 1 0 r 
- x.1 
Since NN' is symmetric there Ellcists an orthogonal matrix Q 3 s.uch that 
0.3NN 1Q 3 = D 3 where D 3 is diagonal with the characteristic roots of NN' 
displayed on the main diagonal. Partition. o3 into (P 30, ;p 31 , P 32) where 
P 30 , P 31 , and P 32 are of dimension t x 1, t x (m - 1) and t x m(n - 1) 
respectively. We then may write 
rk 
(S) 
p.30 rk cp 
p31 NN'(P30, p3l' ljz) = cp cp cp (SR) 
P3z cp cp 
rk 
(R) 
(r - X.1)1 ( 1 m n-
Since the non-zero characteristic roots of NrN are eqµal to the non-zero 
characteristic roots of NNi, there exists an orthogonal matrix Q 2 such that 
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rk 
Q' N'NQ = 2 2 
Partitioning Q2 into (Pzo, P 21' Oz2) where the dip::iensions of P 20' P 21 
and 0 22 are bx l, bx (b - t) and bx (t .. 1) respectively, we may write: 
Pzo rk cj> cj> 
P'21 N'N (P ~W' P21, 022> - cj> cj>b-t cj> 
Q't2 cj> cj> D3 
Consider the (t - 1) x b matrix of orthogonal rows Q 122 . Q.22 is re-
lc;l.ted to the matrix (P 31 , P 32) of the previous discussion as given in 
Lemma 2. This relationship will be developed now. Partition a 22 into 
(P2z,P23) where P22 and Pz3 are of dimension bx (m-1) and b ·x m(n-1) 
respectively. Then for 
( l} s·-GD-PBIB designs, P 122 
(2) SR-GD .. PBIB designs P 23 = 
(3) R-GD-PBIB designs, the two relationships above hold. 
The relationship,, of the matrices P 20 , P 21 , P 22 and P 23 to the various 
characteristic roots of eac];i of the three types of GD-PBIB designs is as 
shown in TABLE V!. .. 
In addition to the previous discussion, consider the matrix A 'A. The 
orthogonal matrix which diagonalizes NN' also diagonalizes A 'A, for 
a'3A'Aa3 =_ a·---(X' - k- 1NX')(x - k-lx N')Q 3 2 l 2 1 3 
. -, 
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, TABLE VI 
RELATIONSHIPS l3ETWEEN MATRICES AND CHARACTERISTIC 
ROOTS IN OD-PBIB DESIGNS 
rk cp <I> <I> 
<I> cpb-t cp <p (S) 
<I> <I> (rk- >..2t)Im-l <I> 
<I> <I> <I> <I> :nxn··l) 
Pzo rk <I> cp <I> 
pi <I> <l>b .. t cj> cp 21 
, N'N(Pzo, p21' p22' Pz3) = (SR) 
Pzz cj> <I> cj>m-1 cj> 
Pz3 <I> cj> cj> ( r .. >..l )I:nxn-1) 
'rk cj> <I> <I> 
<I> <l>b-t cj> cj> (R) 
cj> cj> (rk->..zt)Im-1 cj> 
<I> cj> <I> (r->..1)1:nxn-l) 
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-1 s· d -1 1 
= rI - k, D 3. 1nce rI an k D 3 are each diagonal, rl - k- D 3 is diagonal 
with the characteristic roota of A 'A displayed on the rnain diagonal. The 
characteristic roots of A 'A are as shown in Tl\B~ V_II. 
TASLE VU 
CHARACTERISTIC ROOTS OF a'A FOR GD-PBIB DESIGNS 
Multiplicities Roats 
1 0 
m .. 1 k-1 >.. t 
. 2. 
m(n .. 1) k"' l [ >..z.t + n( >..l - X-z)] 
Applying the restrictions. for each of th.e three types of oo ... \f>~lB de· 
........ 
' 
signs? we display the characteristic roots of A 'A for each of the three 
designs in TABLE VIII. 
TABLE VIII 
CHARACTERISTIC ROOTS OF A'A FOR$, SR, AND R GD-PBIB DESIGNS 
Multiplicities Roots (S) Roots(SR) Roots(R) 
1 0 0 
m - 1 r k- 1>.. t 2. 
m( n - 1 ) r V V 









where we s"'. all l.et R' = M-1/ 2J· 1 .. R = (k'·l/Zp I X'. kl/Zp' X' k"'l/Zp !.. X' ) 
LJ, 1 M' 2 21 . 1' . 22 P L.3 l 
and 
CR' = 3 3 
[
( k/X.zt// 2P '31 ~J 
- I .. . . for s-an ... PBIB designs. 
l Zp, A' 
r 32 . 
[:r - \I 2?.i .. '1. A' 
-l/2pr A' 
V 32 
J for SR-GD-PBIB designs. 
[
(k/X. t) 1/ 2p1 A] 
/ z. . . 
31 
· ... for R-QD .. PBIB designs, 
v-1 2p, A' 
32 
and P' be defined as the matrix P I of Lemma l. 
4 
Consider the operation fg(,Y) to be 
I g(Y) = {2lr)-M/ 2ft,l-l/Zexp,,2-l(Y .. µ)'PP'~-IPP'{Y -.µ) 
where P is as defined above. 
In Appendix A, it is shown that P'.;:tP is of the form given in TABLE IX 
for each of the three types of group divisiqle designs. 
In the next sections we shall consider each of the three types of group 
divisible designs separately using the results of this section. 
Singular, Group Divisibie, Partially Balanced Incomplete :6lock Designs 
For this type of PBIB, in order to obtain a set of sufficient statistics 
we shall first examine the form of P •;t P, The general form of P '~ P is 
as shown in TABLE IX. 
In the light of the discussion in the previous section, we have the 
following relationships: 
TAB~EIX 
G~NERAL FORM OF P'~ P FOR GD-PBia DESIGNS 
uu <I> <p q> 
q> u 2Z u 2,3 <I> 
q> u32 U33 <I> 
<I> <I> <I> U44 
where ull = ,2 + kEr"f + rrT~ u44 = . O" 
2 
1 M ... b .. t+l' 
P21 
U2. "· = (""2 + k0"2 )I + " "' . . ... l b .. l . p 22 NN'(Pi1• p 22' pz3)k-lo-: 
p23 
p21 
u23 = u;2 ::; k-3/2 p22 N'(rk! - NN')(P3l'p32)C3o-! 
p23 
and where c 3 is defined as follows: l. k/X.ztll/2 rrn .. 1 + J I 
. 
for S designs. 
-1 2 · · 
<I> r 1m(n .. l) _ l-1/2 J r Irn .. l cp C3 = -l/Z. for SR designs. 




,.~"- t] 1/2 I ,1.. J 
'Y· 2. m-1 "' 
I for R designs . 
.. 1 2 




Pzl 'b-t q> q> 
-1 
P~h N'N{P 21~ P 22' P 23) k-1 <I> (rk .:.:.x.2t)Im-l <I> k ' :;: 
p23 q> <I> q>m(n-1) 
(2) 
PzrNt 
-3/2 k · P 122 N'(rkI-NN')(P31, P32)C3 ::: k ..;yz P_i2 N' (rkl-NN')(P 31, P3z)C3 
P'z3 
<I> 
P' N' 23 
<I> 
= k- 3/ 2 P z. 2N ·r( r kl - NN ')P3 1,,(k/ A~t} l/ z 'DI 1\.TI( kl 1\.TN' )P . , -1/2 "" 22..,'I r · - .11" · · 32 r 
q> 
(3) 
rA2t/k)Im-l cp J· · 
<I> rI ' m(n-.,.J 
· Examining the two non-null matrices in (2.) abov.e, w~ have· 
ta) k- 3/ 2'P2'zN'(rkI - MN')P31Ck/X.2tl1/ 2 
::: k-3/Z(rk ... X.zt}-l/Z(k/X.zt)l/ZP31:NN'(rld .. NNf):~1 
-1 -1/2 ... 1/2[ 2] 
::: k (rk - X.2t} (X.zt) rk(rk - ~zt) .. (rk - X.zt) Im-1 
:;: k-1(rk - x.2t) 112cx.2t) ·l/Z(rk ... r + i.zt) Im-1 
= k. -l( k - '\ t)1/ 2('\ t\l/2 I 
r "'2 - "'2 c1 rp•l 
44 
(bJ k- 3/zpl N'(rkl ... NN')P . r"'l/Z 2.2 . · 32 
= k-3/Z(rk. - 1.zt)-l/Zp31NN'(rkl ... N)P)P3zr""l/Z 
App1ying the results of (ll, (Z), (3) a.nd (4) above to .th~ general form 
.of P''t P, we have the result a.s given in. TAJSl,E ~ . 
TAB.LEX 
FORM O;F P'~P FO~ SINGU'L.t\R GD ... PB!B DE$IGN5 
u11 + + q, ' q> cj> cj> 
q> U22. ;, cj, + cp cp 
<j> cj> U33 .+ V 35 <{> cj> 
cp <l> ;, u,4 <p + cp 
<I> <{> U53 q> 'llJ 55 cp cj> 
q> q> q> <I> q> u66 <{> 
cp q> q> cj> q> q> U77 
where 
U11 = (o-2 + kfr{+ r,-it, Yzz"" (.tr 2 + twf)rp .. tY· U44 = {o- 2 + kqi)1~n·l) 
Y33 = [_.,.z + kll'f + K"l(rk-A-z.tllTi]Im .... l• 'Uss = (v2. + k .. 1Aztcr~)Im,..l 
s!l'/16L .. = ( ,..2 +· r ... 2) T TT - _z I 
"' 0 ·" · "2 ,..m(n..,l)' 1/i/177 .... ,. M .. b ... t+ J,' 
u35 : u53 = [k-2.Azt (.rk "" .>..2t)] l/2. !:tn.;. l aj. 
We must now determirt.e the form of P't°-lP. To accomplish this. we 
""°) ... 1 ,,. .. 1 f.'+ -1 note that (PF" · = P ~ P. The foJ;m of P:,,., ·pis given in TABLE xr. 
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TABLE XI 
FOgM OF P,'t-lP FOl{ SIJN:GULAR GD-f>BIB DESJGNS 
wu <j> <j> <j> :qi <I> <I> 
<j> w22 <j> <j> <j> <j> <j> 
<j> <j> W33 <j> W35 ct> <j> 
<j> <j> <j> 
·W44 <j> <I> <j> 
<j> <j> W53 <j> . W55 <I> <j> 
<j> <p <j> q> <j> w66 <j> 
<j> <j> <j> <j> <j> <j> w77 
where 
w 2 2 2 -1 Wzz (crz + ko-2 )-1 I ::;: (11' +kcr + rt;T ·} , ::;: 11 l 2 1 b - t' 
W 33 
-1 2 . 2 ( 2 k 2)-1 ::;: dl [ er + ( >..zt/k)cr2 ] Im-1' W44 :;: · ,r + crl · 1m(n-1) 1 
~l 2 Z -1 2. . 2 2 ... 1 
= dl [tr + kcr 1 + k (rk->..2t)cr2 ]In:i,-1' W 66 = (er +rcr 2) Im(n-l)' 
- 2 I [ -2 ]1/ 2 -1 2 
' rF IM-b-t+l' W 35 :c W 53;:: - k >..zt(rk->..zt) dl Im-lcr 2' 
with dt 4 22 2 2 2 2 
- er + ko:' er l + ro:- O"z + >..2t°i. (T2' 
Evaluating P '(Y - µ) we have 
P 'LY ·- 1-1) :;: 
M~/2.(y ••. - µ) 
k,..1/Zpr X'Y 21 1 
k""l/2pr. X' y 22 1 
-1/2 
k P 23xlY 
(k/>.. t)l/Zp, A 1Y 2 31 
r-l/ 2p• A'Y 
32 
P 1Y 4 
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-1 
Performing. the multiplication ·.(Y .. µ.) 'PP!;t; PP '(Y · - µ.) - q (say.) we 
have 
q = M{o-2.+ k.(J{ + ro-~rl(y ... - µ.)2 + [k(.uZ+ ko-f)]-ly'X1P21P21X'1Y 
[k{o-2 + ko-1_)] ... 1y 'X1 p 23P z3X'1 y + .(kd1) ... 1(U'2 + k-1, >..zta'f )Y''X1 PzzP zzXl y 
[r(a.2. + rfri)]"'l Y'AP 3zPJZA'Y :- 2di1[k-i\rk - >..2tJ]l/Zyix1P 22P 31A:rycr~ 
+ [(>..2t/k)d1J- 1[0c4 + ko-f + k""l(rk .. >..zt)fr~] Y'A131p_31A 1Y + Y 1P4P4Ycr'"2 
statistics: 
$1 = Y• •• 
s 2 = k ... ly,xlQ21Q21XlY if b) m. Not. defined if .b ::i:- m. 
s3 = k·,.. 1y·tx P P' X' Y l 22 ~2. · l 
S4 = (k/>..2t.)Y 'AP 31 P 31A 'Y 
S5 = r- 1Y 1AP P' A'Y 32 32 
s6 :II ytp 4P4Y 
B7 - [ k-2(rk - >..2t)] 1/2 y 'X1P 22p31A 'Y. 
By definition, these seven statistics are sufficient for the parameter}, 
µ..11 crZ, u-f a.nd er~ and we wish to show that these s~ven stattstics form a 
minimal set of sufficient statistics. 
First,_, we define the functi:on K(Y, Y ~) = f.g(Y)/I-g(Y J and find the con .. 
dition under which K is . independent of parameters. The function Kin the 
case we are considering is of the form. exp-z- 1(q - q 0 .). If we define 
wi = (s1 - s10) (i = 2.,. 3., ... , 7) and w 1 = M(s 1 - p.)2., M(s 10 - µ..) 2, then 
K may be writte:n in the form exp-2 001 E f.w. where the f. are functions 
1 1 1 . 
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of the parameters. - Since the fi i~volve no constant terms_, -K will be i:n. .. 
dependent of parameters if ,l:; fi ~i :::: O. In Appendix B it is showp. that 
the only solution to-1:; fiwi ::: 0 is::~t wi ::: O. This implies that si = sio 
(i=Z.,3,~ .. _1 7). Forw1 wehaveM(y ...... p._)z = M(y ••. 0 ~ µ./. Since 
th.is is an identity in the :parameter tJ.; we may choose µ = 0, Then this 
implies y... = y ..• 0. Th~refore si ;;: .sio (i ::: 1, ~,, .. , 7). When th.is 
condition holds., the si 's.fo~m a set of minimal sufficient statistics. 
We now summarize the res"Q.1ts for the singulq1.r GD-PlJlB designs. by 
stating the following theore~. and corollarie1:1, 
' ' ' 
THEOREM 2., l~ an Eisenhart Mod,e~ II is a_ssumed in a. singular, ~roup 
divisible,. partially balanced inco:mplete block design with two associate 
•, · , I · , , , · .. · I , I . . 
classesp then there are seven statistics in a minimal set of sufficient 
statistics if b) m and six statistics if b = m. 
_ COROLLARY 2.. 1. The explicit·-form of a set of minimal sufficient. sota.,-, · · 
tistics for a- S,;.QD-~BIB desigl'l; is.- as. follows.: 
where 
s 1 - y ••. 
s 2, = k-1Y'X10z.iOziXi Y if b > m anc;L is. not defined if "b::: m. 
S,3 = 
S4 :::: 




- 4 4 
[k "" 2(rk-lz.t)] l/Zy 'X1 Pz.zP31A'·Y or k-lyrJe1NP 31P}nA'~, . 
; . 
COROLLARY 2. 2. The distributions of the seven statistics as given in 
Corollary 2. l are as ,follows: 
s 1 N N[ P.-1 M .. 1 (q-4 + ~; + rir~) ] 
s 2 f\J (cr2. t kit~) X z (b - m) if b) m and ie, :f10t defined if b :;.; ~. 
s 3 N [o-2 + krrf -:-+: k-l(rk - ~z.tlo{] x 2 .(m :. lJ 
s 4 r\J (tr1 + k-li2t .. ~) X Z (m - 1) 
s 5 (\J (q2 + ru~) X 2~[m(n - l)] 
s6 N a- 2 X 2 (M ... b ·- t + 1) 
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s 7 N ~ aix Z(l) where the ai are the non .. zero characteristic roots· 
f 2 .... l(A ..1.A 1 )..,,.. h A - k""1X 'l!l;m p·i A·' o . 7'.T 7,Fr!'w ere 7 ~ . l"',. .. 3.l 31 • 
For proof of this corollary, see Apnndix C. 
COROLLARY 2_. 3. The statistics as define~ ~n Corollary 2. l are pair-
wise independent except for the pi;i.irs (s 3~s4:l~ (s 3:.s 7) an_d {s4-.;s 7). 
For proof of this cor:Ollarx see ~e;eendix D. 
CORO.yLARY 2. 4. The expectations of the seven statistics as defined in 
. · · , I , . I P. . d , - . , , 





E{s5) z:t m( n ... 1 H 0'2._ + r.fl'f) 
E(s6) = (M ... b • t + l) v 2 
E(s 7) = k- 2(m .. l)(rk .. x.2t) -tri 
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Semi-Regular, GD-P:BIB Designs 
. . . - ' 
For this design we again examine the form of P't:P. The general 
fo.rm of P 1;tP is as given in TABLE IX. In the light of the discussion. 




Pzl <l>b-t <l> <p 
PZ2 N 'N (P 21' Pzz, P z3) - k-1 <I> <pm-1 <p 
P' 23 <p <p (r .. x.1)I . m(n-O 
rm l <p 1 L <I>• 1m(n-I~ 
P~l Fi1~' 
Piz N'(rkI ... NN'){P 31 , P 32)C3 ::, k:¥z P22N 1 (rkl_-NNH~Ijt"w~2_) 
<I> 
<I> 
P' N' 23 
<p 
<I> 
k- 3/Zpr M'(rkI .. NN')P r-l/Z 23 · . 31 k .. 3/zpz3N'(rkl - NN')P3zv-l/2 
Examining each of the non,-null matrices in the last expression, we 
have 
(a} k- 3/zp, N'(rkl ... NN')P r •l/Z 23. 31 
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:;:: <I> 
since for this design P 1zNN'P 31 = P:32NJ'frNN'!j1 z cp. 
(b) k- 3/zpt N'(rkl - NN')P v-l/Z 23 · . · ... 32 
_ k .. 3/2v-l/2(r -Ai) ·l/Z pr32NN'(rkI - NN')P3z 
= k-3/2v-l/Z(r - Al)-l/Z(rk~'zNN*ljz - PjzNN'NN'P3z) 
-3/2 -1/2 -1/2 2 
= k v · (r - Al) [ rk(r .. ~1) - (r - X-1) ] Im(n-1) 
-1 1/2 
= [kv(r - X.l)] \n(n-1.) 
Applying the results of (1), (2), (3) and (4) above to the general form 
of prt P of TABLE IX, we have the resu,lt as givm i:n TAl3LE XII;. 
TABLE XII 
FORM OF P 1i,P FOR SEMI'."'REClULAR Gb-PBIB DESIGNS 
U11 <I> <I> <I> <I> <I> <I> 
<I> Uzz <I> <I> <I> <I> <I> 
<I> cf> u33 <I> <I> <I> cf> 
cf> <I> 
"" 
U44 <I> u46 <I> 
q> <I> <I> <I> USS <p <I> 
<p <I> q> t,16 . <I> u cj> . 4 66 
<I> <I> <I> cj> <I> <I> u 
where 77 
uu = (Q'"z + k!T~ + r.o-~), TJ 22 = (trz + ka-f>rb ,,. t' u 33 = (<rz + klJ"fnm-1 
U44 = [ Z+k Z+k-1( er . cr1 , r - Al)IT~ Im(n ... l)' USS ::; (cr2 + ra'f )Im•P 
u66 = (0"2 + vcrpl~n-l)' U 77 = v2J.:M-b-t+l' lJt6 [ -1 ]1/2 == k v(r-A1) I~n-l) 
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Noting that (P'tP)- 1 = P't,- 1P, it if:! easiiy verified that the inverse 
of the matrix given in TABLE XII is as given in TABLE XIII. 
TABLE XIII 
FORM OF P'J_'-lp FOR SEMI-REGULAR GD-PBIB DESIGNS 
WU <I> tj> cj> <I> <I> cj> 
cj> Wzz <I> <I> <I> cj> cj> 
cj> <I> w3J q> <I> cj> <I> 
cj> cj> tj> w44 cj> · w46 cj> 
cj> cj> tj> cj> W55 cj> cj> 
cj> cj> cj> 
· w64 cj> w66 cj> 
cj> cj> cj> q> q> q> w77 
where 
= (9"2 + k!ff + rcr-~) -1, 
z . 2 -1 
= (IT + klT 1 ) Im -1 , 
We must now ascertain the form of P'(Y - fl). We then have this 
quantity equal to the following: 
1/2 M (y. . . - µ) 
k~1/2Pz1X1Y 
k-l/ZpzzX1Y 




Performing the multiplication we have for (Y -µ) 'PP 1't,.- 1PP '(Y -· µ) 
+ (vdl)-l[o-2 + ko-1_ + k-l(r-X.1)0-~]Y'AP3zP3zA'Y + (J"-2y,p4p4 y 
- 2(kd1)- 1(r - x. 1)l/Zo-~ Y 1X 1Pz3P1zA'Y. 
Let (P 21P'z1 + P 22P 22) = Q 21 Q'zi• Define now the seven statistics 
i:iz = k-ly 'X1 Oz1 QzlXI y 
S3 = k-ly 'X1Pz3Pz.3XI y 
S4 = r-ly 'AP P' · A'Y 
· · 31 31 
S5 = v-ly 'AP 32P 13zA'Y 
S6 = Y'P P'Y 
· 4 4 
S7 = [ k- 2(r .., X.1)] 1/2Y'X1Pz3P3zA'Y 
By definition, these seven statistics form a set of sufficient statistics 
for this design, We wish to now show that these seven statistics form a 
set of minimal sufficient statistics. Again we define K(Y, Y 0 ) and 1find 
the conditions under which this function is independent of parameters. K 
in the case we are considering is of the form e~p ·-2- 1( .q - q 0 }. lf we 
2 2 define w. = (s. - s. ) (i = 2, 3, ... , 7) and w 1 = M(s 1 - µ) -M(s 10 - µ) 1 1 10· 
.53 
then we may write Kin the form exn-2-1 :Ef.w; where the f, are the co= 
..,. l ;I, l 
efficients. of the w, in K. K will be independent of parameters if :Ef. w. = O. 
1 1 l 
In Appendix B it :i.s shown that the only solution to :Zf. w. = 0 is that w. ::: 0 
1 1. l 
for aU i. Thi~ in turn implies that s. = s. (i = 2 9 31 •• 9 , 7). For w 
. l ;LO 1 
we have M{s1 - µ) 2 ::: M(slo - J',/. Since this.is an identity in th.e para= 
meter j,.1.9 we may let µ. ::: 0. We then have s1 = s10. · Therefore, s. = s 1. io 
(i = 19 2, ••. , ,7) and sin.ce th.is. is true, we have shown that these seven 
statistics form a minimal set of sufficient statistics. 
The results of this section a:q.d the appe:;q.dices pertaining thereto are 
summarized in the following theorem and corollaries. 
THEOREM 3. In a semi=regular, group divisible, partially balanced in-
complete block design with two ass0ciate olasE!es, there are seven sta-
tistics in a minimal set of sufficient statistics if b> t - m + 1 and six sta-
ti.sties in a minimal set if b = t - m + 1. 
COROLLARY 3. L The explicit form of the statistics in a minimal set 
of sufficient statistics in a SR-GD-PBIB design as follows: 
~1 = y. 0 • 
-1 
s 2 = k -y •x1a 21a 21X1Y if b) t ... m+l. Not defined if b ::= t·-m+l. 
s 3 = k-1Y 1X1P 23P 23X{Y or [k(r~>..1)] ~lY 1X1N 1P32P.3zNXJ'.Y 
s :::: r=1Y 1AP P' A 1Y 4 . 31 31 
- =ly· 1AP P' A'Y 6 5 - V ' 32 32. 
s 6 = Y'P 4P 4Y 





COROLLARY 3. 2. The distribution of each of the statistics as given in 
-Corollary 3. 1 is as foUo..ws.:. ; 
s 1 N N[ µ. M- 1{o- 2 + ko-1 + r.crf, ] 
siN (&2 + ko-f) X z(b "' t 4, m .. 1) i£ b ) t-mtl and is not defined 
if b = t - m + -1. 
'' 
s 4 N (trz + r.o-~) X 2(m .,. 1) 
s 5 N (rt2 + va-i) x 2.[m(n ... l)] 
z. 2 . 
~6 rv o- X (M - b .. t + l) 
s 7 N :E: aix 2.(1} where the q.i are the non .. zero chai-acteristic 
roots of z-l(A7 + A7)t where A 7 = [ k(r ... ~1)] -lx1N 1P 32P 32.A '· 
COROLI.iARY 3. 3, The seven stathtics a~ siven in Corolla.Ty 3. l are 
. ' . ' ' 'I .. ; . I . i . 
pair--wise independent except £or th.e pair$ (s3" s5), (s 3, s 7)and (s 5, s 7), 
· · · ii /. . · · . · · 
COROLLARY 3. 4~ ·. The expectations qf the s.even statistics as given in 
. ,j ' . ••• • . .. . . • ' . . • . • • ' 
_ Corollary 3. l are as follows: · 
E(s1) = 
_- E(s z) = (b ... t + m ... l)(o-4 + ktr{'} 
E{s 3) = 
E(s4 ) = 
E{s 5) = [ m(n,. - 1) ~ (v 2 + vaf) 
E(s 6) = ·(M -- b - t + 1) o-z -
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Regulc:i.r Group Divisible, Partially Balanced Incnrriplete Block Designs 
In order to develop a set of sufficient statistic;:s. which we will test for 
minima,lity 9 we look first at P 1,t P £or th.is design. The general form of 




21 q>b-t <j> cp 
k-1 P' NiN(PzPP22' P23) -1 cp (rk - X.2t)Im-l :;:: k cp 22 
pi 
23 cp cp (r->..1)1m(n-l) 
(4) 
pi cp cp 
21 
-3/2 
k Pzz l'P(;rkI -· NN')(P 31 ,P34)C 3 :;:: H 21 H 22 
Pz3 H31 H3z 
where / 
(a) H.Zl :;:: 1c 3/2(k/>.. t) 1 2p 1 N 1(rkl - NN')P 2 22 .. . 31 
:;:: k-3/ 2(rk-X.zt)-l/ 2(J;c/>..zt) l/Z(rkP 131 NN'P.31 - P 31 NN'NN 1~ 1) 
= [ k-2(rk - X.ztH>..zt)] 1/2 rm-I 
(b) Hzz = k- 3/ 2p I N 1(· rkl NN')P v-l/Z 22 . · - ... ·· 32, 
= [ k""3v- 1(rk-X. t)- 1] l/ 2P I NN'(rk.I -NN''P 
·. . . 2 31 . . ... · I 32 
~ cp since P 31 NN'P 32 = P 31 NN'NN 1P 32 = cpo 
(c) H 3 1 = k- 3/ 2p1 •N'(rkl - NN')P (k/A. t}l/2 23 31 2 
- k - 3 / 2( r - A. 1 ) -1 / 2p r NN , ( r kl - NN ') p ( k/ A. t) 1 / 2 
32 31 2 
= cp £.or the same reason as in (b) above o 
(d) H 32 = k- 3/zp I N '(rkl - NN')P v-l/2 
. 23 32 
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= k- 3/ 2( r - A. )-l/ 2v- 1/ 2(rkP' NN 1P - P' NN'NN'P ) 
· 1 32 32 32 32 
= k-3/2(r - A.l)-l/2v-l/2[rk(r -A.1) - (r - A.1)2]Im(n-l) 
-1 1/2 1/2 
= k ( r - A. l ) ( r k - r + A. l ) Im ( n _ l ) 
Using the results of (1), (2) 0 (3) and (4) above 1 P 1~ P for this design 
becomes of the form as shown in TABLE XIV. 
We now find the form of (P'~P)- 1 = P';E- 1P for this design. .. The 
form of this matrix is as shown in TABLE XV. · Applying the result of 
Lemma. 5 to the sub-matrix outlined by dotted lines in TABLE XIV will 
-1 
be useful in obtaining P 1"t, P for this design. 
We now find the form of P'(Y - µ) for this design. We then have 
1/2 M (y ••• - µ) 
P '(Y - µ) = 
- 112 
k -'I P' X'Y 
· 21 1 




(k/A. t) l/2p I A 'Y 2 31 

















• ,P • • e f ? f' , ~- ~ • 11 0 0 0 D • a O O O '!' 
<I> u <I> u "<1> cl> 
· 33 35 
(. 2 . 2 2 ) 
= er +_ k<T l + rcr 2 . 




::;: + VCl"z)Im(n-l) 
2 
::;: er I M-b-t+l 
·u· -2 1/2 Z = ;:: [k X. 2t(rk .. X. 2t)} <r z lm- l 53 . . 




FORM OF P ~ 1P ;FOR RJ!;:GULAR, GD - PBIB DESIGNS 
·w 11 cl> cl> <I> <I> cl> <I> 
<I> ---w 22 cl> <I> cl> cl> <I> 
cl> <I> w33 <I> Yf 35 <I> cl> 
<I> <I> <I> -w 
· 44 cl> ··W 46 <I> 
<I> <I> 
. W53 <I> W 55 <I> <I> 
<I> cl> <I> w 64 cl> w 66 <I> 
cl> cl> <I> <I> cl> <I> w 77 
where 
2 2 2 )'" l 
wll : (IT +·kcr + r112 1 
( (T 
2 2 
w22 - + k<r 1 ) 1b .. t· 
(IT 2 ~1 · 2 .. 1 W33 = + k >.. 2tcr z )d 1 I:tn .. l 
Yf 44 
2 2 -1 
;:: .(IT + V<Tz )dz 1m_(n .. l) 
2 2 ... 1 2) -1 
_ [<r + k1r 1 + k _(rk ... x. 2t)cr2 d 1 lm .. l 
.W66 
2 2 .. 1 2 -1 
= [IT + ko-1 + k (r .. >..1)0"2~dz 1m(n .. l) 
... 2 
- w 11· - o- 1M ... b .. t + 1 
W .. -[k-Z>.. t(rk ->.. )]lft cCl &2 I 
35 - 2 2t - 1 -- 2 -m-1 
, ·w 46 = ~[k -1 v(r .. >.. /11/Zd;\-! Im(n~l) 
with 4 2 2 2 2 2 2 
dl = IT + klT er· + ?'O" 0-:2 + ~ 2to- l(T Z 1 
d2 
4 2 i 2 2 Z 2 
::: CJ" + kO" IT l + r1T \T z + kvo- 1112 
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Performing the matrix multipiication1 we now ll.ave 
- - . 2 2 2 ~l 2 
q = (Y-µ) 1PP'tPP'(Y.-:tt) = (er + k0" 1 + rcr2) M(y •.• -JJ,) 
+ [k(cr-2 + kcr f n"' \ 'X lp 21 p Zlx l y + (kd 1 )°.i (cr2 + k ,-lA 2tcr!)!Y'Xli·~'liY 
+ 
- 1 - .L- Z .1 2 - 1 2 · · . (A 2td 1k ) -La- +-: ka- 1 + k (rk - Azt)cr2 ] Y 1AP 31P; 1A 1Y 
-1 2 2 -1 2 
+ [ (-r - A 1)d2] [o- + kcr 1 + k (r - A 1)cr2 ] Y'AP 32P 32A 1Y 
Z(kd ) -1 )1/'l.y' 'X p p· I A'Y 2 
- l (rk -Azt 1 22 31 . cr2 
We now define the nine statistics as follows: 
$1 = y. 0,. 
S2 = k-lY'X lp 21P 21Xl y 
S3 = k-ly 'X1P 22P2'2X 1 y
-1 ' 
S4 = k Y'XlP23p23XlY 
S5 . - (kfe. t) Y'AP p I A'Y 2 . 31 31 . 
.. 1 
Y 'AP 32P 32A 'Y S6 = V 
S7 = Y'P 4P 4,r:Y 
-1 1/2 · 
s8 = k (rk ... A t) · y 1:X P P' A 'Y 
· · 2 1 22 31 
" 
-1 
s~ = k (r /12 1 P P' A' .. A 1 y X 1 23 32 Y. 
By definition th'ese nine statistics form q. set of suffic:i.ent statistics 
for this design. ·We will now show that this is a set of minimal sufficient 
statistics. 
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Following the procedure in the three previous derivations, we define 
K(Y. Y 0 ) = lg(Y). / Ig(Y 0 ) and find the condihon under which K (Y, Y 0 ) is 
-1 
independent of parameters. We may write Kin the form exp-2 (q - q ) 
0 
-1 
or exp-2 :I: f. w . 
l l 
wherew. = (s - s.) (i = 2,3, ... ,9) withw 1 de-1 i · 10 . 
fined to be M(y •.. - µ/ - M(y ... 0 - µ) 2 and with the fi to be the coef-
ficients of thew. in the exponent of K. l;n Appendix B ;i.t is shown that 
1 
the only condition under which :I: f.w. = 0 is that thew. = 0. This im-
1 1 1 
plies s. = s. (i = 2,3, ... ,.9). For w 1 = 0, we have, by lettingµ= 0, l 10 
5 1 = 5 lo· Therefore, s. = s. (i = l, 2,. ~., 9). When this condition 1 10 
holds, the s. form a set of minimal sufficient statistics. The results of 
1 
this section and of the appendice~ pertaining thereto are summarized in 
the following theor~m and corollaries. 
THEOREM 4. Under the assumption of an Eisenhart Model II in a .:i:egular, 
, I 
group divisible, partially balanced incomplete block design with two as-
sociate classes, there are nine statistics in a minimal set of sufficient 
statistics if b > t and eight statistics in a minimal set if b ::: t. 
COROLLARY 4. L A set .of minimal sufficient statistics for a regular, 
group divlsible, partially balanced incomplete block design is as follows: 
-1 
5 2 = k Y':Xl:P2lp21XlY 
-1 -1 
s 3 - k Y 1X 1P 22P 21 2X 11 Y or [k(rk - "'zt)]. 'Y'!:X N'P P'· NX'Y 1 .. 31 . 31 1 
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=l 
85 ~ k( ;\~ t} Y 'AP 31 P 31 A 'Y 
=l 
y 'AP 32p32A 'Y 86 = V 
87 - Y'P P'Y 4 4 
=1 
>--zt) 1/Zy 'X l p 22P 3 lA 'Y =l 88 ::a k (rk - or k Y'X N'P P' A'Y l 31 31 
COROLLARY 4. 2. The distribution!:! of the nine statistics as defined in 
Corollary 4. 1 are as follows: 
=l 2 2 .2 
s 1 N N[ µ , M (u + kcr 1 + rcr 2 ) ] 
2 2 2 
s 2 rv (u + kcr 1) X (b = t) if b) t. Not defined if b = t. 
[er 2 2 -1 2 2 s 3 N + k«:r 1 + k . (rk '"'>-.2t)cr 2 1 X (m - 1) 
[ er 2 2 -1 2 . 2 S4N + kcr 1 + k (r - >-- 1)o-2J X [m(n - l)] 
{ (r 
2 = 1 2 2 
s 5 N + k >-.2trr 2) X (m - l) 
( G' 
2 
vo-~ ) X 1m(n - 1)1 s 6 N + 
2 2 
S 6 N er X (M - b - t + 1) 
2 
s 8 N ~ a. X ( 1) where the a. are the non-zero characteristic l l . 
-1 ~ -1 · 
rootso£2 (A +A!.).,.whereA =k XN'P P'A 1, 
· 8 --g 8 . 1 · 31 31 
2 
s 9 N I: b.x (1) where the b. are the non-ze:ro characteristic 
. l l 
-1 ~ -1 
roots of 2 (A9 + A9 ) "!' where A 9 = k X 1N 'P 32P 32A '· 1{Proved in 
Appendix C) 
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COROLLARY 4. 3. The nine statistics as defined in Corollary 4. 1 are 
(s 5, s 8 ) and (SL, S }o 
- - . .~9- (Proved in Appendi~ D) 
COROLLARY 4. 4. The expectations of the nine statistics as defined in 
Corollary 4o'l are as follows: 
E(s 1) = µ 
E(s 2} a;: 
E(s 3) :a: 
E(s4} = 
E{s 5) = 
E(s 6) = 
E(s 7) = 
E(s 8) :::: 
. E(s9) = 
(b - t)(ci-2 + kcri) if b > t. Not defined if b = t. 
•.. 2 2 
(m(n - l)J(cr + vr:r 2) 
2 (M - b - t. + l)cr 
{Proved in Appendix G'.~ 
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EVALUATION OF P' $ P 
The Balanced Incomplete }?lock :q~~ign, .. 
With P as defined in Cha:pte:t.<:IV, we will "evaluate P '~P for the balanced 
incomplete block design. 
Letting P 't P ::: {Aij); i, j = l_, 2, ... , 5, we then have evaluating Aij 
for each i and j, the following: 
(1) A~1 = M-1-1 ..., . M - M~l.l (XX' 2 + X X' 2 + 2 I).M 
:.i. JM '9-"Jl - J ;M l · lo- l 2 2<r 2 o- J l 
= M- 1(bk2<r: + tr 2o-~ + Mo- 2) = (<r2 + k<rf + rcr~ ) 
= k-1/2M-1/2 . l vx p· =. • l (X X' 2 + ··x X' 2 + 2r)x· p 
· J M "r" l 2.1 ··~ c oJ M 1 · l er l 2 2rr 2 er ·• 1 21 
(4) Al4 (k/X.t// 2M-l/Zj ~ ~AP 2 2 2 l <I> = ;:;: c (IT + kcr + r!J' )jM AP 3 = M .. J 0 1 2 
(5) A15 = M-1/2.l ~ p JM 4 = <I> 
.• 
= k-lp2;(k2crf Ib + ko-2 lb + ~'Ncr£ )P 22 = <I> 
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= c0 P 21 (kX 11cr~ + N'XzCT: + Xl !1 2 ).AP 3 = cp 
(9) A 25 = k-l/ 2P 21 x 1~P4 = k-l/ 2P 21 X 1(X1X 11cr~+X 2X'2 cr~+CT 2I)P4 =cp 
(10) .A33 = k-lp;2xl ~ X1P22 = k-lp22X'1(X1X'1CTi + X2XzCT~ + o-2I)X1P22 
k ·- lp 1 (k2 2 I N 'N 2 k 2 I )P 
- . 22 CT l b + CT 2 + CT b 22 
Substituting (r - X.)-l/ 2P 'N for P' we have 3 22 
= (o- 2 + kcr 2 )I + k- 1(r - X.)-l.P'NN'NN'P 1 t-1 3 3 
[ 2 2 -1 2] 
= cr + kcr 1 + k (r-X.)CT2 It-l 
(11) A34 = (x.t)-l/2p22Xl ~ AP3 = (x.t)-l/2P2'2X1(X1X1CT;+X2Xzcr;+CT2l)AP3 
= (x.t)-l/ 2pu N'X'AP cr 2 22 2 3 2 
Substituting for Pz. 2 as in (10) we have 
= [ A.t(r - X.)]-l/ 2p 3 NN'( rl - k- 1NN')P3CT~ 
= [ x.t(r - X.)] -l/Z-[ r(r - X.) - k- 1(r - X.) 2 ] cr22 I t-1 
(12)A35= k-l/2p1xv...;p = 22 1 ~ 4 
(13) A 4 4 = (k/X.t)P 3A 1 ~ AP3 = (k/x.t)P3A 1(X1X1crf + x 2x 2 er~+ CT 2I)AP 3 
= (k/x.t)P3A 1(X 2X 2cr~ + lT 2 I) AP3 
= (k/x.t)P 13 ( A 1x 2x 2A cri ~,,~A 'ACT2,) ~ 
( 14) A45 = (k/X.t) - 1/ 2p '3A' ~ P4 = cp 









k'"l/Zp IX I 2 I 
C P'A' 3 3 
P' 4 
The product given above is the general form of the product P'tP 
for the group divisible, partially balanced incomplete block designs. 
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The result of performing the above multiplic;ation will result in a matrix 
which has as elements , ~ixteen blocks of :matrices. Letting Aij denote 
the block in the i-th row and the j-th column and evaluating those blocks 
which are above the diagonc;1.l and including the diagonal elements we have: 
(1) The matrices A1z., A 131 A 14, A24 and A~4 are all equal to a null: 
matrix. 
= ( (Tz + ka{ + r<r~) 
1 1 ?. . ~ Z 
= k- P 1X 1 ~x P = k .. P'X'(X1X' <r;" + XzX'zO'"z + <r I}X1_P., 21·12 · 21· ll u (3) Azz 
.,. ( G"Z t ka{) Ib-l + k- 1P 14:M'NP2 er~ 
(4) A 23 = k-l/ 2P 1X 1 vAPC ;;: k"'l/2P 1X'(X1X 1cr 2 + XX 1cr 2 ,fcr2l)AP C 2 1""' 3 ·3 ·z 1 . 1 1 z z 2 , 3 3 
= k-1/Zpv N'( rl - k.,..lNN' )PC cr 2 2 · · ... · · 3 3· Z. 
(SJ A33 = C3PJ4\'~AP3C3 ;;:. C3:P3A'(X1Xlo-f+:XzX'tcrf + o- 2 IJA~C3 .. 
= · C· P I A·'(X X' cr 2 .i. n- 2 I)A= c· 3 3 z·zz'T" '. r33 
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= C 3P 3[ (XzXz .. k"'" 1NN 1)(X2,Xz ,.. k-lNN')tri + (XzX'z - k- 1NN?(;1:J?3C 3 
- C 3P 13[(rl .... k'"' 1NN')(rI - k" 1NN')cr£ + (d - k- 1NN')cr 2]Pj-C3 
Z 2 2 . (6) A44 = P4 t :P4 :;! P4( X1Xicr1 4- XzX'zcrz ·;+ r· IM:) 
2 
= er 1:tw.1 - b .. t + l · 
APl?:ENDIX B 
PROOF THAT w. ;;:; 0 IN THE: B11:3 AND GD .. PBIB DESIGNS 
. 1 
The Balanc,ed Incomplete Block Pesign. 
Now we shall show tha.t the only solution to~ f.w. is w. .., 0 where 
· 1 1 l 
the f. are as defined below: 
1 
(,T'2 2 Z "'1 - · -- _ 2 2 "'l 2 -1 2 -1 £1 - ., + kQ" l + r!Tz) , £2 == (rr ,t, k,crl) , f 3 = (er + k AtlT 2 )df 
[ (T 
2 2 k - 1(r z1 -1 £4 = + ki;r l + - A)I! 2 d l , 
... 2 -1 -2 
f 5 = crz4 1 ' · f6 ;;:; er 
4 Z 2 2 2 
where dl -- er + kcr o-.1 + r<T \Y + 2 
? 2 Mer 1 o-2 and where the -2 on 
the coefficient of f 5 has been omitted since it will have no bearing on 
this proof. 
In order to show~ this c;ionc:lition holds, we shall find the lowest 
common denominator of the dx fuJ;1.ct:i.<;u1s and subsequently the nuuier-
' 
ators of each of •the fup,ctions. Tb.en if we can select a 6 x 6 determi~ 
nant of coefficients -of like te:rms whicb is noh-va:nisbing, we Elhall have 
shown that the only condition for which l:; £:w. ::; · 0 is that thew. be 
l. 1 1 
identically ~ero. 
In order to simplify the algel>ra somewµ.at, we i:;rhall let 
.2 2 
. - tr ' X2 = a' l' 
2 
x3 ;;:; 0'2 ' 
The six functions then become: 
2 -l 




£4 :;: (xl + clx2 + c4x}(xi + c2~lx3 + clxlxZ + cs''i'"3) ' 
2 ~1 
f5 =i x3 ( xl + c2xlx3 + ci'c.lx2 ~ 0 s'.Ki'3) ' 
The lowest common dt;norni:,:iato~ is: 
. with t'pe numerators of the si;,c: functiQ:,;i.$ a!:l follows: 
. 2 
(1) fl: xl(xl + clx2)(xl + c2xl~3 + clxlx2 + csxi''3) 
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4 3 3 . 2 222 2 
= xl + c2xlx3 + 2clxlx2+ (c5+c~cz):,i;.1:,c:2?'3+clxlxZ + clo5xlx2x3 
. 2 
(Z) f2: (xl + c lx2 +c2x3)(xl + c2xlx3 tc 1;x;l'2 +c 5x2x3)(xl) 
4 3 3 · 2 222 .. i 
= x 1 + Zc 2J('. 1x 3 + 2c 1x 1x 2 + (c 5 + Zc: 1c2)x 1xzx3 + c 1x 1x 2 + c 1c5x 1~x3 
2 2 2 2 
+ c2xlx3 + c2c5xlx2x3 
.(3) £3: xl(xl + c3x3Hxi-+ cl;,c.Z + 9zx3)(~l + clx2) 
4 3 3 2 Z 2 
= x 1 + · 2c 1x 1x 2 + (c 2 + c;:;/''ix~ + c 1(c 2 + 2c 3)x 1,\~.x3 + c2c3x 1x 3 
2 2 2 2 2 Z 
+ clxlx2 + clc3xlx2x3 + clc;::zc3x{''zx3 
(4) f4: xl(xl + clx2 + C4X3)(xl + cl~2 + cic.J)(xl + clx2) 
4 3 3 2 z a .2 
. - x 1 + 3c 1x 1x 2 + (c;: 2 + c4 )x 1x 3 + 3c 1xixz + ~c/c2 + c 4)x1x 2x 3 
22 3 3 2 2 2 
+ Cz.CiC.lX3 + ClXlX2 + Cl(Cz .f, C4)Xl:;l(.ZX~ + <;1C2C4X1Xz''3 
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(5) £5 : x 1x 3(x1 + c 1x 2 + c 2x 3)(x 1 t c 1x 2) 
3 2 2 2 2 2. 2 
= xlx3 + 2clxlx2x3 + c2i''1x3 + clxlx2x3 + clc2xlx2x3 
. 2 . 
(6} £6: (x 1 + c lx2 + c2x3)(x 1 + c lx2)(~ 1 + cZxlx3 + c 1xi''2 + c 5x2x3) 
4 3 3 22.2 2 . 222 
= x 1 + 3c 1x 1x 2 + 2c 2x 1x 3 + 3c 1:x; 1x 2 + (4c 1c 2 + c 5)x 1x 2x 3 + c 2x 1x 3 
2 2 3 3 2 3 
+ 2c 1(c 1c 2 + c 5)x 1x 2x 3 + c 2{c 1c 2 + c 5)x 1x 2x 3 + c 1x 1x 2 + c 1c 5x 2x 3 
2 2 
t clC2C5Xz'C3' 
The results in the previous paragr~pb may be best represented by 










































zc: 1 3c 1 
c1 (c2+Zc3) zc1 {c2+c4 ) 
2 . 2 
t;;: 1 3c l 
2 2 









2 3c 1 
Zc1 (c1 c2 +c5) 
2 
Cz 
We must now $elect six rows from the above array and show that 
the determinant does not vanish, It can b~ shown that the determinant 
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formed fiy the :rows Z, 3, 4f 6, 7 ari.d 8 is eq-qal to (ignod:ng the sign) 
Z 3 2 
c 1c 2c 5(c 1c 2 • c 5) which in terms o! the constants of the model is equal 
Z 3 Z Z to k r X. t (r - X.) which is nol). ... zero for all l;,-ut degepe;rate case.s, 
We therefore conclude that in orderfo:r · ·~ f.w. ;;: O •. each o;f the 
. . l 1 
w. must be identically zerc:>, wh.icg. was to be ehown. 
1 
In this section of this a,ppendix we sJ;iali prove that the only solution 
to the equation :I: f.w. = 0 is th.at w. be ide:Q.Ueally equal to zero- for the 
. 1 1 l 
S-GD ... P;BIB designs. 




we have. ignored the coefficient .,.z of f 7 as it will not affect tb.e result 
of this section. 
ln order that the algebra may be bandhq mo:re easily in the ensuing 
discussion. we shall let 
The seven functions in thhi P.otatio:o. a:re;· 
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The lowest co:rnmon denominafor of theae seve;n fun9tiqns hi".: 
The numerators of the seven £u.:nqtio:p.s are tht;in: 
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(6) £6: (x 1 + c lxZ + cZx3)(x 1 + c 1"'2)(xi + qZx3)(x~ + c 1~ lx2 + c5~X3 +cff-3) 
s 3 4 ~ -· · z· , 3 . z 3 z 3 2 3 z 4 3 z 3 
:;:; xl + c lx lx2 + ..,,c lX lxZ + clX JXZ + 3c;zX lX3 + 3CzX lX3 + CzXl:,t3 
4 2 3 2· 3 z z 2 2 2 ·2 z 2 3 
::, Xlx3 + C1XlX2X3 + CzXl:x;3 + 3qlc2:,~\X2X3 + ClXf!jC2X3 + ·C2XlX~ 
2 22 .. 2 .,,] 
+ C 1 czx 1XZX3 + C 1 CZX l'~i,t'3. 
The resµlts in ( 1) through (7) above ma,y be best illustrated by 
use of the table on the following page, 
If we consider the 7 :x; 7 determ.in~nt fo,.-m,ed by the 7 rowl!f, 4, 8 1 
10, 11,. 12, 13, and 15, we find ~he abso\1'1 .te.value of the determi:p.ant 
b 3 7 8 ( )z I "J"h' • • £ .h to . e c 1c 2c3c 5 c 1c 2 - c5 . t ,ir ;i.s e:x;press1Qn u1 terms o t econ.-
stants of .the mod.el for tlhe Eilb1gular desig:p.e is 3~6r 8 x.~?(rk - x.it) 2 . 
. Since rk - x.2t is grel;\,ter than zero £0:i:- singular designs, we. cQnclude 
that the only sol~tion tcL~ \W i · :;: 0 b that the w i be idEmtically eq'Q.al 
to zero; which was to be shown. 
Semi-Regular? Groupl)ivisible;_··l?'Bl:B·:O·e,$ign's 
In this E:1ection we shall l>rQve tha,~ the o:q.ly solution to:& £.w. ::; O 
;L 1 
is thatw. :.: O (i:::: 1,2, ... ,7) for SR,'l"o,p;.P:BIB desig.ns. 1 . . 
. The seven functions.(£.) for this desisn are as follows: 
l . 
2 2 2 ... 1 2 2 .. 1 Z , 2 -1 
fl::::: (O" +k0" 1 +ro-2 ), fz i=;: (IT +kQ"l)~ £3 = (er +vO"i)dl, 
Z 2) - l [ .2 · 2 "' l Z - 1 - Z 
£4 = (er + l."ITz '. £5 :: rr +k<rl + k (:r,. X.l)!Tz }dj ' £6 = rr ' 
have ignored the -2 coe{tic;l.ent of £7 a.a it will not affect the result of 
this section. 
· By letting 
. Z 2 (1) er . ;: X l, G" l = x 2 , 
2 
O' . c: X ' 
.. a 3· 
the seven functions become; 
Row· Term fl f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 £7 LC'I 
t"":" 5 l xl 1 l 1 1 1 1 0 
z 
4 
xlx2 2c1 2c1 2c1 3c1 3c1 3c1 0 
3 x~x2x 3 (%+3c1c2) (c5+4c1c2) c1(3c2+2c3) c1 (5c1 +2c4 l (4c1c2+c5) (7c1c2+c5) 2c1 
4 
4 
x 1x3c 2Cz 3 <;"2. {2c2+c3) {2c2rc4 ) Zc 2 3c2 l 
3 Z 2 z 2 2 2 2 
5 xlxZ cl cl cl 3c1 3c 1 .3c 0 1 
6 2 2 ( ) c1(c5+c1 c2} 
2 z 2 
xlx2x3 cl c5+clc2. c1fc1-fc3) c1 f 4c1..tc4 ) 2c1{c1c2+c5f e1(5c1c2f2c5} cl 
7 
Z 2 
x 1x 2x3 ~lc5 + c1c2} 2c2 { c5-+c1c2) clc2(cz+3c3l e1c2(Zc2+3c4 ) ci(c1c2+c5) c2 (5c1c2+2~) 3c1e2 
3 2 2 2 
c2(c2+zc:/ c2 (c2+zc4 J 
2 2 
8 xlx3 ~ 3c2 CZ 3cz 2c2 
2 2 2 2 2 
9 x. x x . c1 c2 c5 ClCf5 clc2c3 c1c2(c2 +c41 clc2c5 c1 cz(Zc1 c2 +3c5l clc2 l 2 3 · · · 
3 0 2 2 2 2 2 i·O xlx2x3 C2C5 clc2c3 c 1 c2c4 0 cz{cl CZ +c5-} clcZ 
2. 3 3 2 2 3 2 
11 xlx3 0 Cz c2c3 c2c4 0 CZ Cz 
2 3 0 0 0 3 3 3 12 xlx2 cl cl cl 0 
3 0 0 0 3 
.2 2 
13 xlx2x3 clc2 clc5 c 1 (c1 c2+c5) 0 
14 
3 2 0 0 0 x2x3 0 0 
2 
C C C l 2 5 0 




pp 1 .. 1 -1 
£4 = (xl + c2x3) . , £5 :;;. (x 1 .+e1x?+c4x3)d 1 , £6 :i: xi • 
... 1 z . 
£7 = x 3d 1 with d 1 :. :: Xl + C 1::/C{'C:z + Ca:Xl:x;~ + C5X2,X~ 
In this form, th.e seve;ri. funqtions a:re the same as those i1;1, the fore-
going section wUh the ci defined differently. The absolute value of a 
7 8 2 
7 x 7 determinant was found to be 3c 1c 2c3 c\(c 1c2 ... c 5). 'l'h:i.s 'becomes 
. 6 ij Z 
with the above definitions of the ci, :3k ;r (~k ,.; r + x. 1)(r - X.~).. This 
quantity is also non .. zero for s.emi .. :reg'Q.la~ desig:p,s, so we conclude that 
' 
the only solution to E f w. ;:z O if! that w. ;;. 0, wh.ich was to 'be f!hown •. 
1 1 1 
Regular, · Group, f>ivi;s i bla.e r <PBlB::f>-ei;i:gn;s 
,1 , "' 
In this section we. shall show th~t the only. soluUop. to E f.w. :i: 0 
· . 1 1 
is that w. = 0 (i :ii. 1, 2., ••• , 9) for R-.OD~PBil3 designlil, 
1 
The £. are defined as follows~ 1 . 
In order to sir.n?lify the algebrq,, we ·~hall 1$t: 
( 1) 2 Z i x 1 = er • :x;2. ::; rr l' X3 . l:11 11' Z ~ 
..z (J' . 
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The nine functions in this notation l;>eqo:me: 
where we 
have ignored the -2 co~fficients of £8 a;i;lQ. £9 , 
with the nu;meratoi,s of the nine functions as fc;,llows; 
78 
79 
(6) £6: xldl(xl + clx2}(xl + clx2 + c2x3)(xl + cl:x;2 + c8x3) 
6 5 5 242 4 
= x 1 + 4c 1x 1x 2 + (2c 2 + c 8 )x 1x 3 + 6c 1x 1x 2 + (6c1c2 + 3c1c8 + c6 )x1~x3 
80 
3 Z 3 4 4 2 4 
+ 2cl(c6c7 + clc2c6 + cle2c7)xlx2x3 + el(c6 + c7 )xlx2~3 + clxlx2 
(8) £8 : x 1x 3d 2(x1 + c 1x 2)(:x: 1 + c 1x 2 + c1x3) 
.5 4 4 2 . 2 $ 2 3 2 
x 1x 3 + 3c 1x lXz/1'3 + 2czX{'C3 + 3c 1x 1:,c;2x3 + (4c l Cz + c7)x 1x 2x 3 
(9) £9 : x 1x 3d 1 (x1 + c 1x 2)(x 1 + c 1x 2 + c~x3) 
5 4 . .4 2 2 3 2 3 2 
· = x 1x3 + 3c 1x1xic3 +·Zczx1;x;3 + ·3c/c1xzx, + (4c 1c2 + c6)x 1xz'c3 
3 2 3 2 3 Z 2 3 + c,.1x 1x2,:x3 + c 1c,,:x{x2x3 + c 1c2c6~ 1x2x3• 
By taking.coefficients of like te:i:-me fQ~ e~ch of tp.e terms x~, x~x2 , 
4 3 .z z 3 3 a 3 3 2 3 3 3 . · 
x 1x2x3 , xi''ix3, x 1x2x3, x 1x2~3, x.1n3 , x 1x2~ 3, and. x2x3 a:q.d formmg a 
9 x 9- determinant therefrom, it can 'be ,how:n, that the absQll.lte value Qf 
3 2 
this determirtant is equal to z.c 1c 6c: 7(c6 ,. c 7) (c2e 6,+ e2c 7 .. c 1c 2 .. c 5c6) 
' ' 
or. in.terms of the consta;nts o~ the m9cilel, this is eq,uai tQ the following·; 
2 3 3 22 . Zk x.2t(rk - r + >.. 1 )n ( x.1 - >..2) [ >..2t .. rk(r .,. x.1 )] which h clearly not zero 
for R-,GD- PB!B designs. We ~be:i:e,fore ct;n;icl'Q.de that the.only so.lu.tion to 
AP:PE:NDIX C 
DIS?RIBUTIPNS ,A.NP EXPECTATIONS OF TI-JE s. 
l 
IN THE BIB AND GD-J?EHB DESIGNS 
ln this appendix, we shall find the distril;mtions and expectations of 
each of the statistics in each of the min.i;mal sets of suHicient statistics 
that we have found fo:r the BIB and QD,..PBIB designs. 
We shall first state a theorem which will prove useful in the develop .. 
r:p.ent of the proofs of this apveridix: 
Theorem. I£ Y is disttihuted as the.multivariate normal, me~n µ 
~ .. 2 
and covariance matrix~' then Y'AY is distributed as the non-ce:i;itral x 
with degrees of freedom k and non-centrality parameter A. if A* is 
idempotent and where k is the ra:o.k of A and A. ;; z- \;'. 'Aµ. [ · 9 ] 
The· Balanced,Jn,:complete Block De,sig11, 
1. Distribution of s 1 ';; y .. · 
Since y ... is a linear combinatiQn o{ n.o;rimal variables, y ... is dis .. 
; -1 .z .2 2 
tributed normally, mean µ. and variance M {<T + k<J" 1 + r(T 2 ) or 
. 2. D;J.stribution and expectation of s 2 
a. Distribution of s 2 . 
81 
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the theorem we must show that Az~z* ::; Az* Ol' equivalently tha,t 
A2t A 2 . = A 2 . Proceeding we bq.ve 
AztAZ = k ... z?{lP2lp21Xl(Xl'.Xltr~ +XZX2o-~ + o}I)XlP21P2lXl 
k. - lx P P ' x ' ( z . ,~ z) i· P , N , ,I. 
- .· l · Z l Z l 1 o- + r..(T l s nc e z l ""' 't" 
and 
Therefore 2 . Z 2 
s z N ( <r . + :ktr l ) X ( b • t' ) • 
b. Expectatic;m of ~z· 
· Z 2 2 2 
Since s 2 N (er + kcr 1:) x (b ... t), an4 <E [x (p) J , == p, we have that 
3. Distribution and expectation of s 3 





"'1 k 3 = rank B 3 = rank A 3 = tr A 3 :;k tr x 1P 22P 22x1::; tr It_ 1= t.., 1, 
and 
X.3 = ,_,.2j~XlP 22p22Xlj~ C(<T) = O. 
The:refore 
[ 2 ·2 .. 1 21 2 s 3 N · . er + k<T 1 + k ( :r - X.) er 2 X ( t ,. l ) • 
b. Expectation of s 3 • 
Since s3 :i.s distributs..d as a central chi-square vadate we have 
2 2 -1 2] E ( s 3) :=: [ o- . t k<r l + k ( r - >.) <T 2, ( t - 1 ) . 
4o Distribution and expectat:i.on of s,5 = k(X.t)- 1Y 1AP3P 3,A. 1Y. 
-1 
Let A 5 ::a: k(X.t) AP3P 3A 1• Then A 5A 5 = A 51 We tben have 
Z .,,z 2 2 2 
- k ( X.t) AP P 'A' (:X: X ' <r + X X' IJi + cr · I)AP P' A' 3·3· 111 222 ··33 
,;:: k 2(~t)~ 2Ap3P~[:(d .. k"' 1NN') 4<r~ + (rl - k-1i~'N 1)<r2 ]P3P 3A 1 
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Let BS 
2 -1 2 -1 
... :(<T + k M<r 2 ) A 5• The:n 
2 




X. = z · 1 AP P ' A' .M C ( \ c · 0. 5 µ 3M 3 3 J 1 rr, 
Therefore 
Z. -1 2 2 
s-5 N (tr + k · XtlJ'2 ) X (t ~ l), 
with Z. -1 2 
-E(s 5) = Ct ... l)(IT + k · x.t.,,z ).· 
5. Distribution and, expectati_on of s 6 :;: Y 1P4P4 Y · 
LetA0 = P 4P 4. ThenA6A 6 :::: A6 . Therefore we have 
~A :;: p p I (X XI 2 X XI 2 . 2 ) . p I ~ 2 I A6~ 6 4 4 1 1 <tl + 2 z'! 2 + fT I p 4 4 - (T p 4P 4 
2 
= (T A6 
... 2 
Let B6 = u A 6. Then 
Y 'B y /\.) V ,2 (k X.6) 
· 6 1'1-· ·6' 
where 
k 6 = rank B 6 = ri;l.nk A 6 :;; tr P 4P 4 == tr P 4P 4 ::.tr IM-p-t+l 
and 
Therefore z z . ) 
s 6 rv er x (¥ - b .,. t + l 
with 
. ) 2 E(s6 = (M - b - t + l)i:r 
-1 6. Distribution and expec;:tij.tion of s 4 = k Y 1:X1N 1P 3P 3A 1Y. 
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a. Distribution of s 4 . 
~ k-l N'P P'A' Let A4 - X l 3 3 · 
-1 
Y'A4 Y = 2 Y 1(A4 +A4)Y. write 
Since A 4 is not symmetric, we may 
Then since 4-\A4+A4)${A4+A4) is 
not equal to z=\A4 +A4)C(11'), $ 4 is not distributed as a chi-sq,uare 
variate but as a linear combination of x 2 variates, th.at is, 
where the a.1 are the non-zero c;haracteri.stic roots of z= 1(A4 + A 4). 
b. Expectation of s 4 . 
=l . 
-E(s4 ) = E(k Y 1X 1N 1P 3P;A'Y) = 
-1 E tr (k Y'X N'P P'A'Y) 1 3 3 . 
=l 
= k tr E(YY'X N'P P'A') 1 3 3 
= k-l trace (X 1X 1o-i + X 2X~t! + o- 2 J)X 1N 1P 3P 3A 1 
~2 2 
= k ( t - 1 )( r - >-.P.,t er 2 
Singular, Group Divisible, PBlB Design·s 
In this section of this appendix we will find: the distributions and 
expectations or the statistics in a minimal set of sufficient statistics 
for the singular, group divisible, pal;'tially balanced incomplete block 
design. 
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l, · Dtatdbt,1ti9n of s 1 ;:;: y... . 
.. Si:o.ce ~ l ~s a linea;'; 'c;om'bination of normal variables, s J. is fl.Ormally 
dist:1;1ibµted with mea; :E:(y ... ) 
·2 
:::; µ.,. a,nd varianc;e E(y .•. - µ.) ~hich is 
- 1( z. .. +· ,. · 2 +· z) 
equa~ to M · \f '"'0:-i: rQ' 2·, 
,- l z.. Dist:ribution c;,f !lla = k Y 1X 10 21a? 1x 1Y • 
... 1 . . 
Let Az .;:· k xie·Z·lO·af l, T~eI?- AzA2 :.; AZ ar,,d 
k"' 2x o 0 1 (k 2 ki 2)a a• X' 
= . l . 21 21 .O' + 1r 1 . Z l · 21 1 
( 2 k 2)k'" lv Q Q' X' - ( Z ,. ~) A 
= f1' + lfl ~ l Z l 21 1 .,.. er + ~er l ~2 · 
2 · Z ... 1 
1'Tow l~t &2 .:; (cr + kq-l) .A,.2~ We then l.lave 
y 'Bz y N X, ,2(k2~ ~z)i 
where _1 
kl.' ... :i;-axik :a~= ra:r;i.k~z;;: tr ..f\-2 :;: k t;J." x1o21a21x1.:; b .. n:i, 
Therefore 
· z.. 2 Z 
. sz.N (1r + ka- 1>x (b - m) 
if b) m and .is not cjefi:n.e~ if b :;: m. · 
3. Pililtdbution of s 3 = k..; 1Y 'X l P z;P zzX l Y · 
.. 1 
Let A 3 = k X l P 22P 22x 1. w:e then ~ave 
and 
[ 2 2 ... 1 Z.J-1 Now let B3 = I" · + ~cr 1 + ~ (rk .. x.2t)cr 2 A 3 · 




1 xP P'X''Mn()-0 X.3 - j,I. JM 1 zi 22 lJ 1 u er . - .· . 
-1 4. Distl";ib~t:i.P~ of s 4 : k( x.2t) Y 'AP 31 :f> 31A 'Y. 
Then 
-1 . 
Let A4; ;; k(X.zt) AP31P 31A 1• Then A4A~ :;: A4 ap.d 
. A 4;A4::;: k 2<;;et)-2Al\lP; 1A 1(X 1X 1er~ +X2Xzer~ + er2I)AP31P 31A 1 
87 
= l?(X./)-a.[AP3lp31A'(~2XZ.)Al?3lp31A'er~ + A~1~'1A'A~1~\Af: 
.. 1 2] 
+ .AP3lp3l(rl .. k NN')P3lp31A' er . 
2 .. 1 2 
. - (er + k x.2t er 2. )A4 
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2 .-1 2 ,,.1 
= (er +k >,.Zto-2 ) A4 , Then 
Y'B4:YNx 12(k4 ; >,.4 ) 
.. 1 




The;i;-efore 2 .. 1 2 2 
s4 rJ ((I" +k >,.2to-2 ) x (m .. 1) . 
.. 1 5. Distrib-1,1,Uop, ot ~ 5 ;::; r Y 'AP 32P 32A 'Y, 
2 Z ... 1 
= (lf + r<r 2) A 5 .. Then 
Y'Bs\7 N x• 2(k5, \) 
a.nd. 
2,1 A13 pr A ,.MC( ) 0 
>,.5 ::;; µ 3M .Ii' 32 32~ J l · · er .. ' 
l'he:refo:re 




2J p p I .MC( ) 0 >..6 i;:: p. 'M ~ . 4J 1 <r .... • 
z 2. 
s 6 (\) er X (M - b - t t 1). 
[k-z(rk ~ >..2t)Jl/ZY 1X1P 22P 31A 1Y. 
fo~ s 7 il:1 not distributed as a chi,..sq'Q.are variate but as a linear combi-
:natic:;i:p. of cbi-sq,;uare vaJ;"iates, that is, 
2 
s 7 rJ l;a, X (1) 
. l 
Since each of the s1 ( i = 2, ), .•• , 6) is dilf:ltril;>Uted as chi-square 
we have 
2 2 ., 1 2. E(s)) C: [(J"' + ],(.er + k (r~ .. >..2t)o-2 J(m - 1) l 
E;(s 4) (<T 2 -1 2 ;;; + k >..2t<r 2 )(m - 1) 
E(s 5) == (<,} + rCTi ) [m(n - 1)] 
E(s 6} :::; (<i)( 1\4'. ,.. b ... t + 1) 
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--1 .. 1 E(s 7) ::; ~k Y 1X 1N 1P 31P 31A 1Y:;;: E tr YY 1X 1N 1P.31P 31A 1 k 
- k ... 1 (V X I . 2 ,+ X 'V' I 2 + zl)X 1'.T rp p I A I 
- tr ~ l lo- l · z.""'icr 2 er ' 1 "'" 31 · 3 l 
~1 2. 
' ;c: k tr A 1~ X I X N 1P P I gs a-z 1 - 31 31.2. 
;:; k"" 2tr (rkP31NN 1P 31 - P 31NN~NN 1P 31)~: 
= k"' 2tl." [rk(:r~ ... X:zt) - {rk l" ).;2t) 2 ]lm-1 (T: 
-2 · 2 
. :;; k · (m - 1)(.rk - ~2t)( ~2t) o-2 
ln tn,is sec;tion 0£ this ap:Ji>endix, we shall find the distributions and 
expec:;tatie>ns 0£ the. statistics in the ;minimal set of sufficient statistics that 
were fQun.d-fo:r the s~mi .. re~U;la,r, group divisible, partially balanced in-
com pl et~ block designs. 
It is e~sily vetifie<i that 
[ .. 1 2. .z 2 J s 1 rJ N µ., M (er +ka-1 +rCT2 ) . 
.. 1 . 
2.. :Distri't;>ution c;,f sz - :::; k Y •x1oilQi11X1 Y. 
-1 
J,..et ~2. :; k ~,J:Q:ZlQ_zlxi. Then·.AzAz. = -4z ai;td 
~A k'" 2x Q· n, :X 1 (X X 1 2. X x• 2. 2.) Q Q' -.·, Az1W~z = 1 21'w.Zl 1 1 1 «r 1 + 2 zcr z + er 1 X 1. zr zt"''l 
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.. 1 ··2 2. .• . 2. 2. . 
:;; k ·(o"·+k<r1)X10z1oz1x:i ;: (,ct-+ko-1>A2.· 
2 a ,.1 . ~ .. ~ ~ (o- + ko- 1 ) . A-,., Then :e2.,sa.,.:;: Bz""I' and therefore 
Y 'Bz. Y N X 'I, (~2, >-a) . 
Tb.ere£Qre z 2. z ' ' 
si rJ (er + kf:1' 1 } x. (b - t t rn -l). 
3. DhtdbutlQn .. of l!!.l··· ;: ·k "' 1y 'X P P' X I Y. 1. Z3 1.3 l 
{ .. "'l l.iet Al ::;. ~ . X lp a3p Z3x 1. Tlten--·.A.3A3 = A3 and 
- A3*A~ :.: ~ ,.zX1Pz.3Pz3X 1 (:X lX 1V-i + XaXza-! + ctz.I)X l p 23p2.3X 1 
-1 ·. [ .~ 2 .. 1 21 
= k .x1~2,3Pz3 (1r·+kv1>1b +k N'N~a P2.3Pz3:x1 




[ 2 . 2. . -1 . 2J 2[ 1 s 3 [\) er + kcr 1 + k (l' - :X"l)cr2 x m{n - l) . 
4 A· 'b . f -ly 'AP .p I i ;y •. .i;,11,str1 ution o s 4 = r . 3 1 31.P. • 
-l Let A4 · = r AP 31P JlA,. '· Then A4A4 = A4; and 
,i. A = -Z.AP p I A I (X X I 2 + X 'V' I 2 + 2 )AP p I A I A 4 't'~ 4: :i:' 3 l :u""'" 1 l u 1 2'''1" 2 o- 2 . er I · , 3 1 3 i ~ 
= (. 2 . 2 ) . - lAP p I A I ,.. ( 2 2 )A ~ ff + rcr 2 :r · 31 3l - KI' + rcr 2 4 · 
and 
2 2 2 
s 4 rv {cr + :i;cr 2 ) X (m ... 1) 
5. Pistribution o! s 5 
-1 
... v Y 1AP32P 32A'Y, 
. Let As C v- 1AP3zp3zA'. ThenASAS = A5 and 
A ,l..A .. zAP P' A'{X x• z . x X' z. z) P' A' s't' . 5 = v ~ · 32 32. 1 1 or 1 + · Z 2(1' 2 + a- I AP 32. 32 . 
-1 2 . 
+ P 1 (rl - k NN')P cr ]P' A' 32 32 . 32 
Npw let B 5 
Y 1B Y N 12(k X. ) 5 X 5' 5 
where 
and 
- Z.l AP P' A'.MC( ) = x.5 .,.. ~ 3M . 3Z . 3i J 1 er O. 
'therefore 
6t :Oistril;,ution .of s 6 = Y 'P 4P 4 Y. 
B 5 and then. 
Following a proof ~dentical tt;> that of finding the distribution of s 6 
· in. tJ::i.e ;previo\lS E;le~tion of this appendix,. we have 
i 2 · . 
s 6 N er X (M - b .,.. t + 1) 
7 •. Dhtributionof s7 = k .. 1Y 1X 1N 1P 3aP32A 1Yi 
-1 l..e:t A7 · = k ~ 1N 1P 3iP32A 1 and since 1,,..7 is not symmetric let 
.;. l 
s = Y' A . Y = 2 Y 1 (A + A' ) Y. 7 1 7 7 
It is ea11Jl.ly shown that [z- 1(A7 + A7)]~ [z"' 1(A7 + A 7)] · f [2. 1(A7 + A7}]. 
Tqere{ore f3'7 it\l l'!,Ot distributed as a chi-r;;quare. variate. If this condiUo:n. · 
e~ists where Y 'BY is a quadratic form and Bt is not idempotent, then 
Y'BY is dhtrib1,;1,ted as a linear combination of independent x2 vc:1.riates, 
that ~s, !or the case we are conside:ring, 
2 
S7 rJ ~ aix ( l ) 
whell'e the ai are the non-zero characteristic roots of 2 .- l {A7 + A7) .;t. 
8. Expe~tations of th~ seven statistics. 
2 2 Sin9e the s. are each distributed as x and ~(X. (p)) = p we h,we l . 
E(s~) :;: p. 
[ J [ 2 2 ... 1 2] = m(n - 1) .cr + k<rl t k (r - ;\.1)o-2 .. 
2 2 
..... (rn~l)(tr tro-2 ) 
2 2 
:;: [r:n(n - 1)] (0- t V<T z) 
= (M - b - t + 1) Cf 2 
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E(a7). = k-lE tr Y'X N'P P' .A'Y::; k,..\r E YY'X N'P P' A 1 l 32 32 · 1 32 32 
k '!' l (X XI 2 X XI 2 2 ) p p I A I ;;: tr · 1 1 o- 1 + 2 2 o-2 + O" ·. I X l 3 2 3 2 
-1 2 
;: k tr P 32A 1X 2XZX 1N 1P 32o-z 
-1 -1 2 
:;; k P 32(rl - k NN')NN 1P 32cr 2 
-2 . 2 
= k tr P 32(rkNN' - NN'NN')P32C"z 
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We shall in thjs section of this appendix find the distribution and 
expec:tation of eac~ of the nine statistics in a minimal set of sufficient 
statistics fo;r the regular, group divisible, partially balanced incomplete 
block designs. 
l. Dist:ribution of s 1 = y .•. 
Pal'allel t:o the proof in the first section of this appendix, we have 
[ -1 2 2 2 J s l N N µ., M ( er + k<r l + :r cr z) • 
2. Oi1;1h·ibution of Sz ~l = k Y 1X 1P 21Pz 1XlY . 
...... 
2 2 ... 1 




2 2 2 
s 2 rJ (or · + kcr 1 ) X (b - t). 
3. Distribution of s 3 = k-. ly 'X 1 P 22P 22X 1 Y · 
-1 
Let A 3 = k . X l P 22P ~ZX l. Then A 3A 3 = A 3 and 
A3~,A3 .= k-ZXlP22p22Xl(XlXl<r~ + X2X2cr~ + o-Zl)XlP22p~2X! 
where 
-1 k .. ;;:: ra-1- B .. = rank A = tr A = k t,. X P P' X' = rn .. l 3 . M,A. 3 3 . 3 ,. l 22 22,' 1 . · 
and 
The:refore 
-1 4. :Pistributionof s4 :; k Y 1 X 1P23Pi3XiY· 
... 1 
Let A4 = k XiP23Pz:?'i· Then A4A4 = A 4 and 
~ .. 2 2 2 2 . 
A4.,.A4 :. k X1Pa3P23X!(X1X!<rl + X2,X2,cr·2 + cr I)XlP23p23Xl 
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B 3 and 
97 
[ 2 2 -1 . 2]-1 + Let B 4 -- er +kcr 1 +k (r-A.1)cr2 A4 . ThenB4"t'B4 =B4 and 
Y 'B4Y N X 12(k4 , X.4) 
where 
ap.d 
, = i.l X P P' X' .MC( ' = 0 /\,4 µ. JM -l 23 23 1 J 1 c.r 1 • 
Therefore 
A5~AS = kz( "-zt)-2AP 3 lp 3 lA '(X lXl er~ +·X2,X21T~ + IT2 I)AP 31P 31A' 
= k2(>..2t)-2AP)lp31A'(X2X2a-~ + o-2l)AP3lp31Au 
and 
\ = u 2J· 1 AP P' A'-J.MC(cr)- = 0-. 
"'S - ,.. M 3 1 31 . 1 -
Therefore 
98 
2 2 ( er + vcr 2 )A 6 • 
2 2 -1 *' Let B6 i= (er + vcr z) A 6 • Then B 6+'B 6 ::J B6 . Therefore 
Y 1B 6 Y N x. 12(k6 , \1 
where 
-1 k 6. rank B :;:: ;rank A = tr A.· = v tr AP .. P 1 .. A' = m'. n ~ P ~ 6 6 - 6 . . 32 32 \ I 
and 
Therefore. 
2 2 2 
s 6 N (cr + vo-2 )X [m(n - 1)]. 
7, Distrt'bution 0£ s 7 = Y •p 4P 4 Y · 
J?a:rallel to the proof in the first section of this appendix for the 
distribution of s 6 W'e 1:\ave 
2 2 
s 7 (\) er x (M - b - t + 1). 
8. Distribution of s 8 = k- 1Y 1X 1N 1P 31P 31A 1Y. 
LetA8 = k"" 1x 1N 1P 31P 31A 1• Then s 8 ~ Y 1 [z- 1.(A8 +A8)]Y. It 
99 
s 8 is not distributed as a constant times a chi ... square variate but as a 
linear combination of chi-square.variates, that is, 
whe;re the ai are the non-zero characteristic roots of 2- l (A8 + A~) .t, 
-1 
9. Dist.ributicm of s · = k Y 'X N 1P P' A 'Y. 9 1 32 32 
- k-l N'P P' A' Let A9 - X 1 32 32 . Then, following. a discu1;Jsion. similar 
to that in 8 above,. we have 
10. E~pectat:i.1;>ns Qf the statistics. 
E(s 1) - Id, 
E(s2) (b - t) (CT 
2, 2 
= + ka:2) 
E(s 3) ;:: [ 2 2 -1 2] (m .. 1) cr + ko- 1 + k {rk - Al)o- 2 
. E( s 4 ) :c; [ ] [ 2 2 -1 2] . m(n .. 1) er + kcr 1 + k (r - Al )a-2 
i E(s 5) {IP - l)(cr 
2 -1 2 
= +k A2tcr 2 ) 
E(s6) = [ 2 2 m{n -l)](cr + vcrz) 
E(e7). (M - b - t t 1) er 
2 
= 
. . -1 -1 
;;, ,£ tr k Y'X N'P P' A 1Y = E tr k YY 1X 1N 1P 31P 31 1A 1 
. 1 31 31 
= k-l( X' 2 +XX' 2 + 2.) N'P P' A' t:r · X 1 .I erl 2 2 cr 2 · er 1 X 1 3 1 31 
= k - lA ' ( X ' 2 + 2 ). . N rp p ' tr x2 zrr t er 1 x 1 31 31 
100 
-2 [ . 21 2 
= k tr rk{rk- x.2t) - ( rk-A 2t) Im,.. 1 u 2 
-2 2 
= k (m ... lH"-2tHrk .. "-2t}(f 2 
-1 -1 
:;: E tr k Y 1X N'P · P 1 · A'Y = E· tr k yy,v N'P P' A' 
· 1 32 32 · ~1 32 32 
k -1 ( X I 2 +- X X I 2 . 2 A = tr X 1 1 er 1 2 2 <r 2 + IT I)X 1 N 'P 3 2P 3 2 1 
-1 .. 1 2 
= k tr P 32(rI - k NN')NN 1P 32<r2 
-2 2 · 
= k tr [;rk(r - x.1) -(r - "-i) ] Im(n _ l) 
-2. 2 




PAIRWISE INDEPENDENCE OF 'l:'HE MINIMAL SUFFICIENT STATISTICS 
In this appendix we will determine the pairwise independence of the sta-
tistics ip. each of the minimal sets which were found for each of the designs 
which were considered. 
Gene:i;-al · Con-sicie1:"ationa 
In order to determine pairwise.independence. we shall first state a 
theorem on, which the proofs tn subseq'Q.ent sections will be based. 
Theorem. If the (M x 1) vector Z is distributed as the multivariate normal 
with mean tJo and cc:,variance matrix* and if z 1, ZZ,. .. ,Zqaresubvectors 
of z such that Z = (Z 1, z2 , .•. , Zq)' t~en a necessary an<;l sufficient con-
ditiop. that the subvectors are jointly independent is that all the sub-matrices 
;,. . ( i + j ) be ~qual to the null matrix . 
. ~ - ' 
The Ba.lane ed. Incomplete· Blo ck·l)e-sign 
In the balanced incon;iplete bl@ck design, we.defined the vector Y and 
then irandormed Y to Z by the relation .. Z = P 'Y, Then 
P 1$P is as given in TABLE I .and is the. covariance matrix of Z. 
102. 
By applying the theo;rem. sta,,ed above,. we have that the subvectors 
. z 1~ z2, and z5 are mutually independent an.dare independent of z3 and 
z4 , and that, z·3 and Z 4 are.not indepe;ndent. We now have the following 
. relatiQnShips 
13 ' l = ~1 
S2 .... ·Z 1 Z z 2. 
S$ ' - Z3Z3 
SS .... z 1 z 4 4 
S6 ... Z5Z5 
S4 :::: z3z4. 
Therefore we cQnclude that the. statistics in the.minim.al set of 
sufficient statistics c;1.re pair .. wise.indepen.dent except for the pairs 
The ·Singular, -Group Divisible,: ·P:BlB· Design 
Following a procedure sim$lar to·~that in the previous section and 
exa~ining ;C'A:SLE X, we have. the result as stated in- Co1¥6lla+y z. 3. 
The;-Semi•re·gu!~r, Group Divisible PBIB· Design 
. ' '' ,, ' ' ' ' ,, ' ' ' 
· Follc;,wing c;1. procedure similar to that of the first section and examinb;1g 
TABLE Xll,. we have the result as stated in Corollary 3. 3. 
The ~egt1,1ar, Group,Divisible, PBIB De-sign 
Again following, the procedure of the first section and using TABLE 
XIV, we have the result as. stated in.Corollary 4. 3. 
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